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NOTE FROM THE FOUNDER 

 

‘Autism & Beyond’ Series 2, a Parent Information Book is in continuation with the 

last year release of ‘Autism & Beyond’ at the carnival ‘Celebrate Autism’ organized 

by CCAW, New Delhi, on the occasion of World Autism Awareness Month (6th 

April 2014). 

This year again, CCAW, New Delhi, is proud to launch ‘Autism & Beyond’ Series 
2 - a Parent Information Book, a resourceful book for the ASD community. It is a 

heartening and joyous moment for us to see series 2 being launched with a special 

focus on Adolescents with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). 

This resourceful book covers a number of facets and challenges faced by parents as 

children with ASD enter their adolescence and teenage years. Articles include 

emphasize on the growing Autism epidemic across the world as a complex 

manifestation of gene-environment interaction. It includes recent advances in 

biomedical treatment in ASD. The book provides articles on strategies and 

techniques to deal with various aspects of adolescents with ASD written by eminent 

professionals proficient in this field. It has the journey of parents and siblings of 

adolescents with ASD sharing their experiences and victories. Towards the end of 

the book, there are practical references to ASD related applications and movies, 

centers providing services for ASD and GFCF stores in New Delhi & NCR. 

I am thankful to all the CCAW team members for their excellent and dedicated work 

in bringing out this Parent Information Book. I truly believe that with this endeavor, 

we at CCAW have added another tiny drop to the vast ocean of support required by 

the ASD community. 

I am highly grateful to all the families with an ASD member, Akhil Autism 

Foundation (USA), and my family for their continuous love, support and 

encouragement. We hope that in the future, we at CCAW, will continue to develop 

more and more resources that will be helpful and beneficial to parents and care 

takers.  

With my deepest commitment to the ASD community… 

Best wishes 

 

 

 

Dr. Deepak Gupta 
Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist 
Consultant, Institute for Child Health, Sir Ganga Ram Hospital (SGRH) 
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Founder, Centre for Child & Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW) 

President, Delhi Psychiatric Society (DPS) 
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR 

 

I cannot change the direction of the wind. 

But I can adjust the sails to reach my destination. 

- Jimmy Dean 

The winds of change in our lives will bring adolescence and adulthood. We cannot 

change that but we can prepare ourselves and our kids for the same.  

Adolescence brings with it new dimensions of life and therefore can be difficult for 

all; but for parents of children with ASD it can be more challenging. On one hand 

they are concerned about protecting their children from insecure environments and 

on the other hand there are issues related to training them for independent Living. 

Services for this group are few in India. This is the concern that has directed Centre 

for Child & Adolescents Well being (CCAW) to compile the second series of 

Autism and Beyond! 

Autism and Beyond - Series Two is not “just another book on autism”. It brings 
together many aspects of growing up that are voices and perspectives of adults with 

autism, their families and professionals.  

The book addresses the needs and offers strategies for persons with autism of all 

ability levels; it provides very practical and sensitive insights that can create positive 

and healthy support systems for the young adults as well as their families. These 

support systems include the acceptance and know how’s of skill training necessary 

in the journey from the Early years of teen hood, puberty and navigation into 

productive and fulfilling lives in adulthood.  

Wishing one and all a very Happy World Autism Awareness Month!  

 

 

Ms. Indu Chaswal 

Autism Expert 

Special Educator 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Autism and Beyond Series 2 is a parent information book with a special focus on 

adolescent with autism spectrum disorders. 

The Centre for Child and Adolescent Well Being (CCAW) has initiated this 

series, since last two April, when they celebrated the World Autism Awareness 

Day (WAAD) with a delightful and extremely informative carnival in Delhi. 

While the first series, gave information on many general and education needs for 

children with autism, the second series has moved on to adolescence and all the 

precursors for adult life. The topics discussed in the book are timely, extremely 

relevant, clear and concise. 

I am sure many families are going to benefit greatly. 

The first chapter itself on Sexuality is an extremely relevant for parents. Indu 

Chaswal herself a mother of two persons with autism writing lucidly and boldly 

on how to deal with the many bodily changes, a child experiences while moving 

into adolescence and adulthood. We need to understand the importance of sexual 

identity and behaviours and change our focus from mere “protection to training”. 
She gives some simple and important strategies to help our children and 

understand boundaries in terms of public and private spaces, as well as social and 

intimate spaces. She makes an important perspective statement.”When teenagers 

or an adult develops and shows interest in having a partner, it is something to be 

happy about and not to panic about”.  

The other chapters are also as relevant and vital. The chapter on Communication, 

Social Skills, Independent Leisure Time Skills, Sensory Issues and Vocational 

Training have some excellent information and strategies.  All these are extremely 

important, if we are to take steps forward for our children to live and contribute 

actively in their communities.  

The chapter on Bio medical Interventions by Dr. Deepak Gupta has demystified 

many questions that parents and families of persons with autism ask. I find the 

social media network, buzzing with all these topics. I am sure the parents will 

benefit from the information he gives.  
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This is a resource manual which gives up to date information on many other 

interesting aspects like movies on ASD, useful apps, GCFC outlets and service 

centers in Delhi. The cherry on the cake is the stories and articles by the  

 

 

stakeholders. The journey of a mother shows us many different challenges of 

parenting. The article by Qazi Fazil Azeem a self advocate of Pakistan is 

extremely perceptive and important. He urges us to have in South Asia “more 
study and support for communal living, sustainable housing, environmentally 

friendly work environments where people on the spectrum can contribute to 

society”.   

My Many Congratulations to Dr. Deepak Gupta and his very experienced and 

able team. They have brought out a simple, concise, relevant and very useful 

book for parents and families of persons with autism. This fulfills important need 

in the community.  

I do hope this work travels to all parts of the country and gets translated in many 

Indian languages.  

My Best Wishes to all the staff, parents and persons with autism at CCAW to 

continue this very important work. 

 

 

 

 

   Poonam Natarajan  
   Former Chairperson  

   National Trust,  

   Government of India  

   Date: 2
nd

 April 2015 

   World Autism Awareness Day 
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ANOTHER MILESTONE - I am Growing up! 
The Journey into Adolescence and Adulthood 

Ms. Indu Chaswal, Autism Expert & Special Educator 

Sexuality Perspective 

Sexuality is an integral part of our personality. It is a basic need and is also an aspect 

of being human that cannot be separated from other aspects of human life. Sexual 

awareness and sexual feelings are normal, and there are many ways of expressing 

them. When a person has autism what is often affected is the socialization aspect 

that provides the foundation for sexual identity and sexual behaviors. Therefore, the 

person with autism has a functioning libido (sexual longing, urge or drive) but may 

find it difficult or may not be aware for expressing his or her sexuality in an 

appropriate manner. Sometimes the condition limits his / her judgments and it is 

then that the care givers must intervene to teach of his sexuality along with other 

skills that are being taught. Just as children learn to eat, drink, sleep, and deal with 

emotions like pleasure, sadness, fear, anger, they can also learn to express their 

sexuality. In fact, they need appropriate support systems and this support includes 

information about various aspects of bodies, boundaries, friendships, infatuations, 

informed consent, masturbation, physical intimacy etc. 

 

 

 

As they move into their teens, persons with ASD will experience a range of changes. 

These include the ones that are within their bodies (hormonal, neuro chemical etc), 

in their emotions and also in the responses and feedback that they receive from their 

social environments. Behaviors that were earlier accepted may be no more 

entertained by family, friends and teachers.  

 

They grow pubic and underarm hair. Boys slowly turn into men and the man's voice 

will change. A young woman will begin to menstruate; will need to wear different 

underclothes. The most unique and intriguing change lies in the arousals and feeling 

unusually excited. And imagine, these changes that are sudden, confusing and 

happen without even knowing what they mean. The individual may not be aware 

that he/ she can secure information. Does not even know the names of these 

changes! 

 

“Why am I stopped from giving hugs? 

“Why does everybody stare at me now?”   

Sexuality is a central aspect of being human and encompasses sex, gender 

identity and roles, sexual eroticism, pleasure, intimacy and reproduction. It is 

expressed through and experienced through behaviors, attitudes, desires, 

beliefs, values and is influenced by cultural, psychological, socio economic 
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The behaviors that are triggered out of these changes are very often stopped with 

strict regimentation from family. While the other neurotypical peers sail through 

these experiences by reading, social osmosis, interacting with peers; people with 

ASD may have to struggle. Parents often do not think that their child will be able to 

understand if taught or they may not be equipped about the know how’s of teaching. 
As a result, sexuality is seen by some  parents as a problem and their entire focus is 

on “protecting” versus “training “without realizing that this approach can make their 
children more vulnerable to abuse. It is very crucial for parents and teachers to 

change their priorities and focus on teaching about aspects of sexuality. This type of 

information helps the individuals with autism to  know that they are not "falling 

apart “and that it is normal and OK to have new bodily and emotional experiences .  

In our Autism and Beyond Series 1 we discussed various aspects of Growing up that 

included concerns and teaching strategies related to the same. In this second series 

we are further offering a framework for parents to understand the sexuality of their 

child and guide him/ her through the process of dealing with it in an appropriate 

manner.  

 

The Concepts for Teaching 

 Modesty  

 

Society has widely standardized and highly ritualized rules about how, when, where, 

and why of exposing specific body parts. Growing up, one learns the rules of 

modesty by watching others and by the way one is treated. One begins to understand 

the subtlety of rules that vary with age and with situation. It might be fine to run 

around the yard in a diaper at two, but running around outside in underwear at 

fifteen would be upsetting to others. 

Therefore, start teaching about modesty as early as possible. Otherwise, in 

adulthood the person may not be willing to accept the sudden rules imposed on him/ 

her. Set up rules and establish behaviors that will last a lifetime. Often adults are 

considered “ritualistic” in their approach to life. Therefore rules of modesty are 
needed that will serve the children into adulthood. Make rules about keeping 

specific body parts covered outside the bathroom or the privacy of the bedroom. 

Create situations in which the adult uses public places to practice behaviors like 

using a restroom, a garment trial room in a mall, pulling down curtains in a hotel 

room etc.  The topics given below can be explained very simply by using visuals 

(cards, videos, books, power cards, social stories etc) 
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1. Private body parts – identify on a picture  

2. Private behaviors- sort pictures of private behaviors 

3. Private places – sort pictures of private places 

4. Private time- Schedules may be used 

 

 Proxemics and Boundaries 
The adult with autism may not understand physical space or the subtle norms of 

personal boundaries. He/ she get confused because physical distance (social space) 

differs from person to person.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Getting too close to another person can often send wrong signals about their 

intentions. Appropriate and innocent touch can be interpreted sexual advances. 

Therefore teach the following. 

 
o What is Personal Space 

It is the distance between two people that makes both comfortable.  

       

 

What happens if I am too close?  

       

  

 

There are 4 kinds of space: 

1. Public Space - 5 to 6 feet; brief eye contact. 

2. Social Space – 1 to 3 feet; no physical contact. 

3. Personal Space – less than a foot; handshake. 

4. Intimate Space – body contact; hug. 

 

With parents and grandparents, sitting close (bodies touching shoulder to 

shoulder) is fine when reading a book together or seeing an album but not 

with the others??? 

This is TOO Close This is OK 

People will be uncomfortable  

they may not talk to me! 
This is OK 
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Activities for Instruction 

Strategies can involve a range of  

o Activities 

o Visuals 

o Worksheets 

o Role play  

o Social stories 

 

Proxemics worksheet  

Fill in names of [people in the order of physical closeness from inside out]

 

Fill in the blanks – 

Tick the correct answer or picture 

o Meeting teacher in the Mall 

 

Public Space – 5 to 6 feet; brief eye contact. 

Social Space – 1 to 3 feet; no physical contact. 

Personal Space – less than a foot; handshake. 

Intimate Space – body contact; hug. 
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o A neighbor walking in the park.  

Public Space – 5 to 6 feet; brief eye contact. 

Social Space – 1 to 3 feet; no physical contact. 

Personal Space – less than a foot; handshake. 

o Wishing mama Happy Birthday 

Public Space – 5 to 6 feet; brief eye contact. 

Intimate Space – body contact; hug 

 Masturbation  

Masturbation is a normal sexual behavior which many people find to be a useful 

outlet for sexual feelings. It is a behavior that may not be taught if there are no 

signals of arousals and needs. However, if it happens it must be contained.  

People should not be discouraged from it but should be supported to understand the 

difference between public and private space and that masturbation should be done in 

private. 

 If it takes place in a public space, care must be taken to ensure individuals know it 

is the space, not the behavior, which is inappropriate. 

 

How to troubleshoot problems about Masturbation  

Issues Possible strategies 

Doing it in public places 

Identify possible triggers such as position, clothing, objects, etc. 

Make sure there are not medical issues contributing to the behavior. 

Develop appropriate intervention strategies such as changing the 

position, removing the trigger object, and dressing in more 

complicated clothing to reduce the behavior. 

Increase the supervision and be prepared to redirect the child. 

And tell him/ her to “wait home” or “wait bedroom 

Involves others in 

masturbation 

Example: wants someone to 

touch him/ her 

Intervene and stop the behavior immediately. 

Share the incident with the team (family and school) immediately, 

and develop a plan to prevent a future occurrence of the event. 

Increase supervision 

Unsafe masturbation 

Remove any object that is dangerous and make sure it is completely n 

available to him/her. 

Increase supervision. 

Train in selecting harmless and safe items 

 Menstruation 
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Typical teenagers become aware of menstruation long before their first period 

through commercials on television, discussions with their peers, observing their 

mother or older sister, and so forth. A girl with ASD may require more opportunities 

to practice skills - her period only occurs once a month. Also, it may upset her 

toileting routine and behavior.  

Guidelines for Instruction and Intervention 

Teach the girl about periods long before you anticipate the first one occurring. 

Learning words and concepts may take time, so begin early to introduce them to her. 

Even when she is younger you can teach words and concepts such as “clean,” 
“dirty,” “wet,” “restroom,” breasts,” “change “throw away,” “private,” “wait,” and 
so forth. Use calendars to locate possible dates for the next period.  

Develop a management plan that includes the following components: 

o A list of concepts/vocabulary (in the form of signals, symbols, signs, or  

          pictures, etc.) 

o An inventory of supplies that will need to be available at school and at home, 

o A routine script for changing the pad  through a visual book . 

o Appropriate modifications of the instructional day if she is having     

         problems 

o A protocol for communication between home and school about any concerns,  

         successes, etc 

o Let her wear the sanitary pad for specific lengths of time on a daily basis. 

o Try out different pads and select one that is most comfortable for your  

         daughter 

o Practice changing the pad regularly. 

o Stay matter-of-fact when teaching menstruation management 

o Make sure she understands that the hygiene routine. 

 

 Good and Bad Touch  

It may need a lot of patience and thinking when teaching these concepts. The 

concepts vary from person to person and situation to situation. For example a 

mother helping a teenage daughter to adjust her dress is not a bad touch but a 

stranger (man or woman) doing it without a reason is a bad touch. Someone 

touching genitals is a bad touch but a doctor doing so in the presence of parents is 

not a bad touch. Therefore, the person with ASD can find the concepts very 

confusing.  

Moreover, the entire thing is very socio-cultural specific. The best way is to teach 

through Standard RULES – 

o My body is precious. 

o I touch it in private.  
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o I always keep it covered in public  

o Sometimes I need help in keeping it clean or when my body is hurting.  

o Only my parents can help him.  

o A doctor may touch only when my mother or father are there. 

o My teacher, OT, Speech Therapist or anybody else will not take me inside a 

closed room alone.  

o When someone wants to see me naked or makes me naked it is WRONG.  

o When someone touches my private parts or kisses me it is wrong. 

o I can shout, say no, call loud- help help. 

o I can share this with mama and papa.  

 

Activities for instruction 

o Role-play. 

o Use anatomically correct figures and point to and name the body parts,  

including the breasts and genitals. 

o Name the places on the body that can only be touched in private 

o Name people who can see the person naked and when. 

o Teach the concepts near, far by acting out moving from near to far, placing 

objects at near and far distances, and discussing locations of favorite objects and 

people as being near or far.   

o Use power point presentations, you tube videos 

 

 Language  

Meaning of words like teenage, menstrual cycle (periods), cramps, clean, soiled, 

sanitary napkin, ejaculation, stress, dating, alone, private, hygiene, calendar , far , 

near, safe, unsafe, strangers etc, should be used while speaking/teaching such 

concepts.  

 Attractions and Infatuations  

When a teenager or an adult develops and shows interest in having a partner it is 

something to be happy and not panic about. Provide the person with the correct 

information. About mutual and informed consent (explained below), social space, 

myths related to Bollywood romances (Television, movies TV Soaps etc).  

Organize get togethers having known and understanding peers. This will give a 

platform for learning and also getting comfortable around other male and female 

peers. Sometimes social mixing just gets them out of attractions and infatuations.  

Provide magazines, picture books to see in private.  

 The Sexual Activity 
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This section deals with suggestions only for those individuals who are ready for it. 

Even very able ones often have sensory issues that come in the way of a successful 

physical relationship. The concept of consent has to be taught. “Informed consent” 
between two adults is the generally accepted measure of whether a sexual activity is 

appropriate. Understanding what an informed consent is will help a person as he 

grows up. Informed consent cannot happen unless an individual has prerequisite 

skills: 

o A person must be able to communicate to another person a “no” 

o Ability to make a choice out of many  

o A person must have self regulation and be able to decide when, where and 

respect others perspective.  

Matters related to sexual diseases, birth control, and sexual behavior management is 

difficult to explain to a young person, or an adult, who struggles with understanding 

concepts. Therefore do not open windows unnecessarily. 

 Unresolved Sexual Issues leading to behavioral problems 

As mentioned earlier teens with ASD may not understand their sexuality and 

become very uncomfortable with bodily and other pubertal changes. Further if 

the social environment imposes regimentations, does not proved positive 

intervention in guiding the hormonal changes can really play up. Common 

symptoms can be – 

o Meltdowns and aggression involve self injurious behavior as well as 

physically harming others  

o Non compliance  

o Sensory difficulties arising due to physical activities going down, hair 

growth, stiffening of muscles etc. 

o Withdrawal/ isolation 

o Anxiety, sometimes depression and obsessive behaviors can be co-

morbid conditions during teenage and adulthood. 

What to do  

o Talk about growing up. Work on disclosure- the person needs to know that 

he / she is different and it is OK to be different. The name of the difference 

can be labeled autistic and talk about other labels old, young, tall, short, fair, 

dark, having eye difficulties, walking difficulties, hearing differences. 

Highlight positive aspects of the autism in the person. It could be painting, 

singing, computers, puzzles, need for orderliness etc  

o Go positive! 

o Punishment does not teach new behavior to a person with ASD!  

o Be predictable. Give time and cues for transition. 

o NEVER give up on the person.  
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What not to do  

o Angry words can have adverse effects 

o Physical punishment is very harmful emotionally, unethical and 

signals wrong modeling. 

o Threatening postures/gestures/facial expressions can be confusing for 

the autistic adult. 

o Punishment without instruction in how to behave in new ways has no 

value. Tell the person what to do versus what not to do. 

o Trying to pacify the child by verbal overload aggravates the condition. 

o Reprimands or Verbal battles are useless and futile. 

 

 Marriage  

Marriage is a physical, emotional, social and natural union between a man and 

woman. 

Marriage as seen in the society  

o It is considered to be an important milestone in one’s life, especially in the 

Indian social scenario. 

o It is a social system linked with adulthood, independence and parenthood. 

o It is thought to lead to independence, realization of adult role, responsibilities 

and also security. 

 

Important factors for marriage  

o Does the individual want to or really understands the concept of marriage  

o Intellectual, emotional and physical maturity. 

o Ability to support a family. 

o Sexual compatibility. 

o The essence of marriage is companionship. 

o Can he/she carry out responsibilities of daily living? 

o Adjust to new partner and family. 

o Consent to marry by both partners 

Guidance and support for the individual and the family 

A family needs to know that marriage does not give social security. It is an obsolete 

myth. It is better to make the individual independent in living skills to be able to 

manage self or set up a Trust to rely upon. Another myth that prevails in our society 

is that marriage CURES a person.  

One important thing to remember is that we are not referring to High Functioning 

individuals as those who are highly VERBAL, good in academics. Even people who 

are non verbal, functionally able and have a better social cognition can be 

considered for it. . In case of very High Functioning Individual who may be later on 

ready for it start working on – 
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o Perspective taking- understanding emotions, desires of others. 

o About the functioning of bodies. 

o Teach about mutual consent 

o Understanding different means of sexual pleasure. 

o Safe sex 

o Child birth  

o Birth control – it may be a permanent choice  

o And of course an occupation for self esteem and to support the partner.  

 

For a very long time, the issue of sex education for young people, particularly in 

the Asian region has remained a taboo. Although sexuality is a natural instinct 

many parents and cultures shy away at discussing sex with their adolescent 

children because it is perceived as embarrassing and an unacceptable topic. We 

need to break such myths and discard disbeliefs and pave a path for supporting 

adolescents and adults with ASD to understand and regulate their sexuality and 

move towards a happy and fulfilling life! 
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TIME FOR FUN -Importance of Recreational Skills 

Ms. Simi Joshi, Special Educator 

Recreation is an activity of leisure, leisure being time that can be used without many 

strict rules. The "need to do something for recreation" is an essential element of 

human biology and psychology. Recreational activities are often done for 

enjoyment, amusement, or pleasure and are considered to be "fun”. The need for 
leisure for parents and a child with special needs is huge.  They need the respite and 

skills as they age.  As children with special needs grow into adulthood, their leisure 

skills need to be in place to prevent boredom or depression when their school 

services run out.  Recreation skills are essential for independent living.  Research 

suggests the people who live active lives are happier and healthier.  Recreation 

improves quality of life and productivity for individuals with special needs. These 

leisure activities can be a myriad of things, including arts, music, sports, movement, 

dance, games, wellness, and exercise. 

To develop recreational and leisure skills in children on the spectrum there are 

challenges of  motivation, in learning from peers, lack of imagination and 

organizational skills to name a few. So like we work on other areas, we should also 

train them in recreation or leisure skills as it may not come to them naturally. 

A prerequisite to teaching leisure skills to young people is paying close attention to 

what they enjoy, helping them understand that leisure time is a time that they can 

make choices, and if they are unaccustomed to making choices, providing them with 

the skills and framework to do so. 

Using free time for something useful and pleasurable will give them happiness and 

sense of fulfillment. Encourage them to take up some activity of interest which 

could be in any areas of physical, social, cognitive. 

Goals in the physical realm might include improving overall physical strength 

(might use personal training or specialized exercises to achieve this goal) or to 

improve fine and gross motor skills.  For children working on fine and gross motor 

skills, recreation therapy is more motivating and fun oftentimes than other 

therapies.   
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Group activities enhance social skills, and the overall wellness a client feels from 

the recreation therapy sessions often improves mood and balances emotions.   

The cognitive approach helps clients apply leisure skills to their daily lives and 

really examine the activity and determine if it is healthy or if there is a better 

option.  

For teaching independent leisure skills 

o It is important to structure your child’s day after school and to teach him/her 
ways to develop independent leisure skills. 

o Independent leisure skills are activities that your child can default to whenever he 

or she has down time. Puzzle books are a good choice, or reading a book or 

drawing in a notebook. These activities are compact, and can be taken anywhere. 

Your child will be able to keep himself/herself busy while waiting at a doctor’s 
office, during a religious service, or at home while you are on an important phone 

call. 

o To start teaching independent leisure skills, create a schedule and teach your 

child how to use it.  

o Offer a rotating list of activities, homework, exercise and chores with breaks 

interspersed throughout, and review it together with your child daily until he/she 

is familiar with it.  

o Gradually fade out your verbal prompts until he/she is able to complete the 

schedule independently. 

o You may decide to offer a choice of activities to build up self-determination 

skills (“Do you want to paint a picture OR work on a crossword puzzle?”). 
o Fun, Constructive Activities 

o Seek activities that provide a model to follow such as a photo or list of steps. For 

example, completing a Lego set, sticker books, crossword books, 

and puzzles have easy-to-follow steps to completion.  

o Crossword puzzles, word searches or “I Spy” picture puzzles are good because 

they have a set list of items or words to find. 

o Cooking and baking are good choices for an activity, since step-by-step 

directions are built into the recipe.  

o Young children can help you complete a recipe with stirring, pouring in 

premeasured ingredients, or decorating a cake or cookies. 

o For older children, recipes help with math skills, fine motor skills, and life skills. 

o Drumming, playing Casio or any other musical instrument. 

o Household chores are just as important for independent living. To start, choose 

chores that your child can be successful at right away. Having a sense of 

accomplishment at the very beginning boosts his/her self-esteem. Add to the 

chore list slowly, being patient with any inefficiencies at the beginning. Your 

patience will pay off! 

o Make sure to give chores that are age appropriate. 

o There are many games that help kids with autism work on social skills along with 

fine motor skills, learning numbers and colors, or taking turns. 
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o Computer games can work on not only school-related skills but also social and 

life skill. 

o Sign your child up to participate in afterschool sports or a community sports 

league.  

o Get your child a gym membership and enrol him/her in classes offered that you 

think your child would enjoy. 

o If you have a Wifi or Xbox console, there are age-appropriate dance games and 

sports. 

o Get exercise videos or DVDs from the library. Incorporate time for independent 

exercise at home or at the gym into your child’s schedule. 
 

Other Recreation Activities for Adolescents: 

o Solitary activities 

o Magazine, books, newspaper 

o Drawing, painting 

o Music/radio 

o I pad 

o Computer 

o Group activities 

o Card games-matching colours, shapes 

o Board games 

o Dominos 

o Music 

o Dance gardening 

o Swimming 

o Cooking/baking 

o Needle work-beading, lacing 

o Sports like skating, tennis, badminton  
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‘OTHERS AND I’- Social Skills and Adolescents with Autism 

Ms. Harshita Sinha, Special Educator 

 

Social skills training for individuals on the autism spectrum disorder is essential 

across the developmental lifespan. They are central to the diagnostic criteria of 

ASD, as individuals with this disorder typically have difficulty initiating 

interactions, sharing enjoyment, maintaining eye contact, reciprocating 

conversation, taking another's perspective, and inferring interests of others 

(American Psychiatric Association, 2000; Individuals with Disabilities Education 

Act, 2004). These deficits can significantly affect the ability to establish lasting and 

meaningful relationships and lead to rejection and isolation. Furthermore, the 

deficits do not become less intensive or reduce with age. The ease of living 

independently, marrying, going to college, working in competitive jobs, and 

developing a large network of friends are some of the challenges for individuals on 

the autism spectrum disorder. 

Social skills can be anything from taking turns, to not interrupting conversations, to 

not telling “too much” truth (telling an overweight person that they are “fat”), to 
conversational skills and to making and keeping friends, to name just a few. 

Individuals with ASD don’t learn intrinsically or pick up on social cues, verbal or 
nonverbal, like typical peers do. To do so they must be taught.  

The difference in behavior also becomes more visible when they become teens. In 

the teen years, typical peers generally are less accepting of behaviors so ASD teens 

are often ostracized and bullied, making it harder for them to fit in, at a time in their 

lives when fitting in is considered most important. The social world during 

adolescence is has many factors and complex in nature. Peer relationships grow in 

importance and supervised adult support and presence fades. In addition, students 

encounter more peers and teachers throughout the day in secondary schools, and the 

expectations for subtle social interactions across different environments also 

increase.  

While much attention has focused on addressing social competence of young 

children on the autism spectrum, less is known about promoting the social 

competence of adolescents with autism. Yet, the social-related challenges associated 

with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) become even more pronounced as the gap 

between existing social skills and social expectations widens. 
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Pre-adolescents and adolescents with ASD are more likely to be depressed than 

typically-developing children of the same age. This depression may be associated 

with the social rejection and isolation they experience. When these pre-adolescents 

and adolescents become depressed, they become more isolated and withdrawn, 

engage in more inappropriate behaviors in the company of peers and subsequently 

lose even more opportunities to develop social competence. Like typically 

developing individuals, ASD individuals desire intimate relationships, yet they lack 

the appropriate skills and knowledge to initiate such relationships successfully. It 

has been shown that their sexual desires and fantasies are similar to those found in 

the general population, in that they are neither reduced nor deviant, and they attempt 

to initiate, pursue and maintain intimate relationships. 

The decreased level of information on sexuality found in Asperger’s Syndrome(AS) 
and High Functioning Autism(HFD) individuals is hypothesized to be due to their 

limited number of sexual and social contacts stemming from their lack of 

interpersonal skills. 

Ruble et al. found individuals with autism (9–39 years) displayed more 

inappropriate sexual behaviours and reduced sexual functioning, even though many 

had been involved in normal social and formal sex education programs. 

People with an ASD often find social situations very difficult. There are so many 

social rules that people without ASD learn instinctively. People with ASD often 

have to work at learning these rules. It can often be confusing and cause anxiety as 

many social rules are unwritten and not spoken about yet naturally understood by 

typical teenagers. 

Developing social skills becomes increasingly important with age. What is 

acceptable behavior from a 4-year-old, is no longer acceptable from a 14-year-old. 

Start establishing appropriate behavior and habits earlier, rather than later, to avoid 

issues as your child gets older.  

Life skills, or independent living skills, are often lumped in with social skills, but 

they are different from social skills in that they are more geared toward taking care 

of one’s self.  

Some Techniques to help address this issue are: 

o Video Modeling: Video modeling entails a student watching a video 

demonstration of students performing a specific behavior and then imitating the 

behavior of the students in the video (Bellini & Akullian, 2007). Video-self-

modeling is a specific application of video modeling that allows the student to 

imitate targeted behaviors by observing himself successfully performing a behavior 

(Dowrick, 1999). The student then watches the video and describes what is 

http://www.talkaboutcuringautism.org/resources/teens-life-skills.htm
http://www.talkaboutcuringautism.org/learning/what-are-social-skills.htm#Video
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happening in the video. The teacher can then refer to the video as a reminder for the 

student to display the selected social skill. (Resource for videos: 

www.tdsocialskills.com and www.watchmelearn.com) 

 

o  Social stories: Social stories are narratives written by parents or professionals 

that describe social situations in an explicit manner. They can contain words, 

pictures, or even video clips if you are using computerized social stories. They can 

be used to teach specific social skills, prepare a student for an upcoming event, or to 

teach a variety of positive behaviors. (For more information on social stories visit: 

www.thegraycenter.org). 

 
o Comic Strip conversations:  Otherwise known as storyboarding. A 

storyboard is a graphic organizer such as a series of illustrations displayed in 

sequence for the purpose of pre-visualizing a situation from a second or third person 

perspective. It is also a useful tool to help the child with developing an “episodic 
memory” in which he can tell events that he experienced in the past. 

 
o Play acting or peer modeling: Role-playing involves acting out social 

interactions that the child with ASD would typically encounter in an unstructured 

situation. For example, child might be asked to respond to a peer who has invited 

him to play football in a role play environment. Peers can also be involved to model 

socially appropriate behaviour which the individual with ASD is shown.  

 
o Visual prompts/schedules: For social skills, an activity schedule may simply 

be a step-by-step procedure for the specific skill. 

 

o Self Monitoring: Provide the student with a method of monitoring their 

performance of a specific social skill. The goal is that if they are monitoring their 

performance they are becoming more self aware and more likely to use the specific 

social skill they are monitoring. 

 

o Peer-Mediated Interventions: Peers can be trained to promote the social 

development of individual with ASD. It involves systematically training peer 

mentors on how and when to initiate and respond to their peers with ASD (Bellini, 

2008) 

 
o Books, videos and curricula by Michelle Garcia Winner 

 

o Therapies like Floortime/DIR/Play therapy and RDI (Relationship 

Development Intervention) both combine social skills training in their practice. 

The future depends on what we do in the present. – Mahatma Gandhi 

http://www.tdsocialskills.com/
http://www.watchmelearn.com/
http://www.talkaboutcuringautism.org/learning/what-are-social-skills.htm
http://www.thegraycenter.org/
http://www.socialthinking.com/books-products
http://www.tacanow.com/learning/traditional-therapies-overview.htm
http://www.tacanow.com/learning/traditional-therapies-overview.htm
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LEAVING THE NEST: 

Vocational Training for Adolescents 
Mr. Dhiraj Bhasin & Ms. Gunjan Muthreja-Special Educators 

 

The transition from childhood to adolescence can create excitement as well as 

nervousness in an individual with autism as it does with any typical individual. 

Parental and society support as well as advance preparation can make them 

comfortable. At this stage the priorities of parents and professionals need to be 

revised and they can encourage their children (now young adults) to try out tasks 

which are out of their comfort zone.  

 

As with typical young adults even those in the autistic spectrum need guidance 

about their education and job selection. Donald Gray Triplett (Borh Sep 1933) the 

first child diagnosed with autism by Leo Kanner faced many challenges throughout 

his life but with his family support he finished his bachelor’s degree and later 
worked in a bank. There are many success stories of individuals with ASD like that 

of Temple Grandin, Stephen Shore, Achyutanal Guha, Qazi Fazli Azeem and many 

others that inspire us.  

 

Maslow’s theory (1987) explains the hierarchal needs of humans. One of the needs 

as described is the need for belongingness. Maslow explains that belongingness that 

anchors the person to his/ her community is a pre requisite which must be met 

before an individual achieves a sense of self-worth. Hence, school prepares us 

towards the path of independent living. All children leave school and enter 

adulthood. They have various opportunities and avenues to explore. But one 

wonders, what about those with Autism?  

 

After school years (even in special needs school eighteen years is a cut off age from 

school) the decision of further study after will depend upon the interest, ability, 

sensory needs, as well as availability of a course. Therefore, many considerations 

will have to be kept in mind when planning the transition from school.  

 

As students with ASD explore and plan for employment after high school, they need 

to develop an understanding of the services potentially available to them in the 

community, as well as the challenges faced frequently in accessing these services. 

Most parents hope that their child will one day hold a job.  Many high schools offer 

some kind of vocational curriculum, internships, and community placements. 

However, many students are not prepared to access and take full advantage of this 

curriculum, because they have not developed the prerequisite skills.  
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In order to begin training for employment, most people need to be able to do 

many of the following pre-vocational skills: 

o Understand and accept ‘work times’ and ‘relax times’ of day. 
o Sustain attention to tasks (at least 15 minutes). 

o Independently recognize feelings of anxiety, frustration and anger in  self. 

o Ask for help. 

o Follow multi-step directions (out of sight of a prompter) 

o Be comfortable with getting temporarily interrupted. 

o Accept suggestions/corrections. 

o Read time on a variety of clocks/watches/phones. 

o Understand various forms of authority. 

o Regularly demonstrate semi-professional social niceties. 

o Attend to personal cleanliness/hygiene, including dress code. 

o Explore self awareness: understand/accept diagnosis, learn about 

accommodations, strengths and challenges. 

o Disclose diagnosis (if desired) 

o Make small decisions independently. 

o Demonstrate self advocacy skills (indicating preferences, not waiting for 

prompts, making goals, asking for accommodations). 

o Demonstrate safety skills in the community (strangers, emergencies). 

 

This is a large and possibly intimidating list of skills, which is why is important to 

start early. One of the goals of IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act) is 

for students to be prepared for employment and independent living. IDEA 

requirements are facilitated through the Individualized Education Program (IEP) 

process. The IEP process must include transition planning services for all special 

education students at age 16.  

 

It is important be mindful that the transition process must include goals: 

o Outcome oriented 

o Based upon the student’s strengths and areas of need 

o Focused on instruction and services for education, employment, and other 

living skills. 

 

This is a process that will continue to evolve. The transition plan is a work in 

progress that should be monitored several times per year. The parent and the 

adolescent with autism will continue to learn and grow during this process, and the 

plan will need to be adjusted accordingly.  
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An excellent model was developed by Mahoney (2013). Her work gives following 

suggestions – 

o Make a list of places of employment (eg. offices, grocery stores, florists, 

farms, retail stores).  

o Created a range of modules which focus on each vocational area one at a time, 

and determine which jobs fell under each category (Clerical, Retail, Food service, 

and Grocery).  

o Prepare students for the job by educating them in the prevocational lessons 

such as: ready to work, all about me, what is a uniform, communicating with co-

workers at work, greetings, applying for a job, creating a portfolio, how to act like a 

professional, using a timecard, job quality.  

o Teach students a range of hands-on activities, concepts, vocabulary, and jobs 

related to clerical, retail, food service and grocery tasks in the workplace. 

Therefore, you will need to work in collaboration with a team of occupational, 

speech and language therapists in order to create an IEP of each student.  

Vocational Training Suitable for Children with Autism  

 

o Ceramic work 

o Paper work 

o Stitching work 

o Cooking 

o Statistic 

o Accounts 

o Mathematics 

o Photography 

o Cartoon drawing 

o Graphic designing 

o Computer programmer 

o Data entry operator 

o Web designer 

o Packaging industry 

o Inventory controller 

o Library assistant  

o Instrumentalist 

o Musician 

 

Some of the problems faced by autistic adults in the job market  

 

o They might have inadequate language development 

o Sensory overload might be a problem for them 
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o They generally don’t feel comfortable in a crowd 

o Social interaction might be uncomfortable.  

 

Some of the traits which are beneficial in the job market 

 

o Intense focus  

o Following rules  

o High level of concentration 

o Need for being systematic 

o Need for following routine 

o Attention to details 

o View from a different perspective 

 

 

More opportunities should be open to individuals with autism to prepare them for 

independent living. We need to question ourselves ‘what makes a good life for 
anybody? The answer is, doing meaningful work, being engaged in ones 

community, and making friends and ULTMATE is HAPPINESS!                            

 

Don’t panic - Don’t give up - Don’t lose hope 

 

 

 

References: 

Kunc, N. (1992), Rediscovering the right to belong, In R. Villa, J. Thousand, W. Stainback, & S. 

Stainback (Eds.); Restructuring for caring and effective education, (p.77-92), Baltimore, Paul Brookes. 

Litvack, Marla S (2004), High- and average-achieving children's attitudes toward classmates with 

disabilities; p. 1-23; AAT NR06320 

Mahiney, A. (2013), I Can Work! A work skills curriculum for special needs programs, pg. 4-10. 

Autism – A Handbook as Diagnosis & Treatment as ASD  
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MORE THAN WORDS - Communicate with an Adolescent 

Mr. Kumar Gaurav- Speech & Language Therapist 

Often parents and caretakers of children with ASD feel that they are unable to 

communicate efficiently with their child. It may appear that the child has not heard 

what is said to him, even fail to respond to their name. The use of everyday 

opportunities and play can encourage communication and interaction for children 

with ASD. 

The children with ASD may use some of the following to communicate with others:  

o using signs 

o using single words 

o using telegraphic sentences 

o taking the adults hand to the object they desire 

o looking at the object they desire, reaching 

o using pictures and 

o echolalia or repeating the words just spoken to him.  

 

Echolalia is the repetition of other people's words and is a common feature of the 

child with ASD. Initially when the child uses echolalia it is likely that they are 

repeating words that they do not understand and are doing so with no 

communicative intent. However, echolalia is a good sign as it shows that the child's 

communication is developing - in time, the child will begin to use the repeated 

words and phrases to communicate something significant. For example, the child 

may memorize the words that were said to them when they were asked if they would 

like a drink, and use them later, in a different situation, to ask a question of their 

own. 

Being successful in communicating with the child with ASD, does not only involve 

an understanding of how they communicate but also requires an understanding of 

why they communicate. In understanding the purpose of the child's communication 

you can help the child find more ways and more reasons to communicate. 

There are two main different types of communication: 

o Pre-intentional Communication: This is when the child says or does things 

without intending them to affect those around them. This type of communication can 

be used by the child to calm them down, or gain focus on particular activity. 
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o Intentional Communication: This is when the child says or does things with 

the purpose of sending a message to another person. This type of communication 

can be used to protest about what they are being asked to do and to make requests. 

Intentional communication is easier for the child once they have learnt that their 

actions have an effect on other people - the move from pre-intentional 

communication to intentional communication is a big step for the child with ASD. 

The Four Different Stages of Communication 

o Stage One - The Own Agenda Stage 

A child at this stage of communication will appear uninterested in the people around 

them and will tend to play alone. Their communication will be mainly pre-

intentional. The majority of children first diagnosed with ASD are at this stage. 

o Stage Two - The Requester Stage 

At this stage the child has begun to realise that their actions have an affect on other 

people. They are likely to communicate their wants and what they enjoy to adults, 

by pulling them towards objects, areas or games. 

o Stage Three - The Early Communicator Stage 

At this stage the child's interactions will begin to increase in length and become 

more intentional. The child may also begin to echo some of the things that they hear 

to communicate their needs. Gradually the child will begin to point to things that 

they want to show the adult and begin to shift their gaze. This is a sign that child is 

beginning to engage in two-way interaction. 

o Stage Four - The Partner Stage 

When the child reaches this stage they have reached an advanced level of effective 

communication. The child will be using speech to talk and will be able to carry out a 

simple conversation. While the child may appear confident and capable when using 

communication in familiar environments (e.g. at home), they may struggle when 

they enter unfamiliar territory (e.g. at a new places or school).  

 

Ways that Adults Can Improve the Communication of a Child with ASD 
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o Slow down the pace and give the child a chance to communicate:  There is 

often the temptation to rush the child when they are performing daily tasks 

such as eating breakfast and getting dressed. A child with ASD will benefit 

from an extra few minutes extra time when engaged in these tasks to help 

them understand what is happening around them and to think about what they 

can say during these activities. 

o When playing with the child take on the role of a partner rather than a 

leader 

As the child becomes more capable at communicating, they need less direction - if 

they are given too many questions and suggestions it can become difficult for them 

to initiate their own conversations. It is important to follow the child's lead and 

respond to what they do. 

o Present the child with feedback 

It is important to reward the child when they attempt to understand and 

communicate. By doing this you can increase the likelihood that they will try and do 

it again.  

o Giving the child with ASD a reason to communicate 

If the child with ASD has no difficulty getting what they want, they will have no 

reason to communicate and interact. Therefore, on many occasions the adult will 

need to modify a situation in order to create a communicative opportunity for the 

child and encourage interaction. 

o Encouraging requests 

This can be achieved by placing the child's favorite toy/food/video in a place where 

the child can see it but is unable to reach it, for example, a high shelf, in a container, 

which the child finds difficult to open. This will encourage the child to ask for help 

and result in an interaction between adult and child. 

o Give the child a toy that is 'high interest' Balloons and bubbles are high 

interest toys and can be easily adapted to involve two people. Simple games such as 

blowing up a balloon and then letting it go so that it flies up in the air may appeal to 

the child. Blowing up the balloon part way and waiting for a response from the child 

before blowing it up to its full capacity is also a clever way to enhance interaction 

between adult and child.   
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A similar thing can be achieved with bubbles - blow a few bubbles towards the 

child, once their attention has been captured, close the container and wait for a 

response from them before you blow any more. 

o Give things to the child gradually 

If the child is given everything that they want they will have no reason to ask the 

adult for anything else. For example, if the child wants a biscuit, break it into small 

pieces, initially give them one piece and then gradually given them more once they 

have communicated a request for it. 

o Let the child decide when to end an activity 

Once the child is engaged in an activity with the adult, carry on with that activity 

until the child indicates that they have had enough. Look out for facial grimaces or 

the child pushing away the activity. This way, the child is forced to communicate 

that they are ready to finish the activity. If the child does not use language to 

indicate they have finished, accompany their form of communication with words 

such as had enough and stop to encourage their language development. 

o Increasing interaction by following the child's lead 

Following the child's lead rather than directing them will enable them to learn to 

communicate while they do things with another person, hence increasing their 

interaction. The child that leads is more likely to pay attention to the activity, more 

likely to focus on the same thing as the adult and will learn how to make choices for 

themselves. 

When following the child's lead it is beneficial to be in a position where the adult is 

face-to-face with the child, this way the adult can easily observe what it is that the 

child is interested in.  

It will also help the child to make eye contact - something that can often be difficult 

for the child with an ASD.   Being level with the child will also ensure that they are 

in a position to see the variety of facial expressions that are used in communication. 

A child with ASD will often fail to pick up on these non-verbal communicative 

behaviours during conversation; therefore, it is important to draw attention to them 

where possible.  

It is hoped that the child will eventually become used to the adult playing with them 

at their level and begin to anticipate their presence, fetching them if they are not 

there. 
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o Imitating the child's actions and words will help the child become 

involved in two-way interactions. 

If the child bangs the spoon on the table, and the adult does the same, it is likely that 

the child will pay attention to the adult. This idea can also be used with sounds that 

the child makes or with the child's sensory behaviours, for example, hand flapping 

and spinning.    

Once the child has established that the adult is imitating her actions, they may begin 

to imitate back. This creates the opportunity for the adult to add something new to 

the exchange for the child to duplicate. 

When the child with ASD is disinterested in playing with any of the toys presented, 

or prefers to line toys up rather then play with them, there are still communication 

and interaction opportunities available.  

For example, if the child is lining up their cars in a row, the adult can join in the 

activity by handing the child the cars one by one. This way, the adult plays a part in 

the game and the child has to include them in what they are doing. If the child is 

only interested in throwing the toys on the floor, the adult could use a basket to 

collect them before giving them back to them, thus establishing a pattern of 

interaction and communication with the child. 

Using Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) supports 

AAC describes any form of language other than speech that assists a child in social-

communicative interactions. There is a large range of AAC devices are available for 

children who have no speech. 

The use of AAC devices for children with ASD can be particularly helpful.   Those 

children with ASD who have no spoken language often resort to challenging 

behaviors to meet their needs and feelings. The use of an AAC device can give them 

a primary means of social communicative interactions with others.  

Different types of AAC devices that are suitable for the child with ASD include: 

1. Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) 

2. Sign Language 

3. Interactive Communication Boards 

4. Communication Cue Cards 

5. Conversation Books 

6. Voice Output Communication Aids 
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Picture Exchange Communication System: The Picture Exchange 

Communication System or PECS approach is a modified applied behavior analysis 

program designed for early nonverbal symbolic communication training. It is not a 

program designed to teach speech, although the latter is encouraged indirectly and 

some children begin to spontaneously use speech while enrolled in the PECS 

program. 

Sign Language: There are several difference sign language systems, for example, 

American Sign Language (ASL), British Sign Language (BSL),  and Makaton . 

When using sign language with a child with an ASD, it can be beneficial to use a 

total communication approach. Total Communication is the use of combined speech 

and sign so that the same language structure is modeled for the child in two 

modalities.  

Interactive Communication Boards: Interactive Communication Boards contain 

visual symbols organised by topic. They can be created in different sizes and 

formats depending on the activity and environment that they are needed for. They 

can be both portable and stationary - one board is designed to stay in one location. 

The selection and organisation of the symbols that are used need to be motivating 

and chosen to enhance functional communication for the child. 

Cue Cards: Cue cards are primarily used with verbal children. They are used to 

remind the child what to say and to provide them with an alternative means to 

communication. They can contain one or more messages in pictorial or written form 

and can replace verbal prompts. They are therefore, particularly useful for children 

who are reliant on verbal prompts. Cue cards can work well in situations where the 

child with an ASD needs to express a message in a stressful situation. 

Voice Output Communication Aids: Speech output devices give non-verbal 

children a 'voice'. There are a wide range of devices available including simpler ones 

for people who do not understand visual symbols. In order to use these devices, the 

child will need an understanding of cause and effect. One type of such a device is 

“Go Talk”. 
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How People with Autism Want You to Communicate With Them (Tips) 

1. If we misunderstand something that you say, please be patient and expand on 

what you said and explain what you meant. Don’t assume a negative or hostile intent 
from us if we misunderstand something that you said. Keep in mind that 

communication can be difficult for us. Things that come naturally to you take extra 

effort by us. 

2. Please don’t get offended by our communication style. We tend to be frank, 
honest and matter of fact. Some people may interpret this as blunt or rude. We don’t 
intend to offend you by not sugar coating the things that we say. We don’t intend to 
be rude. Please don’t get defensive or assume that we are attacking you. Remember 
that communicating is hard for us. Don’t make negative assumptions.  

3. Please don’t expect eye contact. We may be able to force eye contact, but it is not 
comfortable for us. Making eye contact takes a conscious effort. This effort may 

take away from listening and understanding what you are saying. I tend to look at a 

person’s mouth more often than their eyes.  

4. Please keep in mind that we most likely have been rejected, excluded, ridiculed or 

bullied in the past. If we seem anxious or insecure this may be due to living in a 

world that misunderstands us and is often hostile to us. We have to work hard to 

reach out to others. Please work at reaching back to us with understanding and 

kindness. If we feel that you are ignoring us we will feel bad about that. We may 

persist in asking for feedback from you. Please be reassuring and clearly express 

your support for us. 

5. Please don’t speak down to us. Treat us as equals. We may sound flat or have an 
unusual tone to our voice. We may not speak with our voice at all. We may need to 

type our words. Please be patient with us. It may take us a while to formulate our 

answers. 

6. Please don’t talk too loudly or yell at us. It is very jarring to us. It makes me jump 
when someone comes up to me and talks too loudly. It is like having someone jump 

out in the dark yelling “BOO!” at me. It causes an adrenalin dump in my body. I 
don’t like this. 

7. Please do NOT touch us without warning. It will make us jump. We don’t like 
unexpected touches. 

8. Please don’t assume that we lack empathy or emotion. We pick up on negative or 

judgmental attitudes. We know when people look down on us or are hostile to us. 

We will shut down if you show us a lack of respect.Please keep in mind that we are 

all different. These issues will vary from person to person!  
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SPECIAL CHALLENGES FOR A SPECIAL TIME: 
Teenagers and Sensory Issues 

Dr. Shikha Sawhney (Kapoor), Occupational Therapist & Sensory Integration 

Expert 

 

It came all quiet, like the nascent evening. 

It came to me like a silent thought. 

It stayed all along with or without my shadow 

And left all its footprints on my heart. 

 

Thus came my adolescence… 

Sensory processing is what most adolescents with autism spectrum disorder felt, as 

the most frustrating area they struggled with as children, and this impacted every 

aspect of their lives-relationships, communication, self awareness, safety, learning 

abilities and so on. 

However many sensory issues in adolescents usually disappears or has decreased 

after Sensory Integration Therapy in childhood. So they are left with what are called 

SCRAMBLED SENSORY PROBLEMS. 

Adolescents with ASD show an atypical sensory profile. This profile consists of low 

sensation seeking and high sensation avoidance behaviors. 

Let us first discuss here, the challenges that come with the growing up process. One 

common complaint we hear from parents is that their teens' autism is getting worse. 

But that may be a misunderstanding. "The teens are not getting more noncompliant 

because their autism is getting worse. It's because they're teenagers". Like all teens, 

they may want more independence. Parents can help in this. "If your child needs 

schedules, for example, give him more control over his schedule. That gives him a 

way to be 'noncompliant' – to have his own way sometimes. 

Autism is a broad spectrum, and adolescence will affect each child differently. If 

recent studies are an indication, parents generally can expect some of the following 

along their child's road to adulthood: 

o Behavioral improvements across the spectrum. Teens with autism have less  

hyperactivity and irritability, and fewer repetitive behaviors (such as lining      

things up) and maladaptive (dysfunctional) behaviors, than children with autism. 

o Improvements in daily living skills – such as getting dressed, making a      

sandwich etc. 

o Sensory issues transform into behavior patterns. 
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Of course, adolescence brings special challenges. The teen years are a risk period for 

the onset of seizures in autism, although most teens do not develop epilepsy. 

Childhood sleep problems may persist into adolescence, when insomnia and daytime 

sleepiness become the biggest concerns. The gap between the students with autism 

and their peers widens in something called "executive functioning" during the teen 

years.  

Many children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may receive diagnosis of a 

comorbid (co existing) condition. The most common types of diagnoses are those 

related to anxiety. The research has shown that teens with ASD have more severe 

symptoms of phobias, obsessions, compulsions, motor and vocal tics, and social 

phobia than other groups of children. Many researchers speculate that this could be 

because teenagers with fairly high cognitive functioning may have a heightened 

awareness of their environment and the way they are perceived by others.  As 

children with ASD enter into adolescence, the difference between themselves and 

their peers may become more pronounced (Alfano, et al., 2006).   

 

                SPECIAL CHALLENGES OF TEENS WITH SENSORY ISSUES  

What to Expect? 

o Finding the right OT can be challenging: Few occupational therapists are 

trained or experienced in working with teenagers who have sensory processing 

disorder. Play-based SI therapy may seem silly and embarrassing to teens. More 

physical activities that are socially appropriate are often good choices  

o Poor self-esteem: Teenagers who have had sensory issues for years will have 

learned at least some accommodations to get around them and are less likely to 

experience the extreme behaviors and responses they did when they were younger. 

However, years of feeling different and not knowing why, and noticing that they 

have never been quite as mature and self-controlled as their peers, take their toll. 

Teens with sensory processing issues usually struggle with self-esteem. They need a 

lot of encouragement to admit they have sensory issues and need some help.  

o Need for independence: Teenagers need to have their independence respected, 

so being told, “You need to do X, Y, and Z to manage your sensory issues” usually 
doesn’t go over very well! 
o Desire to fit in: Even teenagers who don’t feel the need to have a lot of friends 
or be conformist want to have some friends they feel they fit in with. Sensory 

challenges can embarrass them and may make them feel isolated, and different in a 

negative way.  

http://www.iancommunity.org/cs/simons_simplex_community/autism_and_epilepsy
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o Changing hormones: Teenagers have ever-changing hormones that can 

exacerbate sensory issues by making them more sensitive to input than they were in 

the past. The normal changes of adolescence can also make them more moody and 

emotionally sensitive. Respect their needs (but continue working on SI) for certain 

textures and activities. 

o New expectations: In teens your child is no more a little one who looks cute 

and could get away with flapping and jumping. People are less likely to see your 

teen as a young, immature person with a hidden problem  and more likely to see him 

or her as a young adult whose behavior is willful. 

 

 How to Help? 

o Modify traditional SI therapy techniques to be more teen friendly. As a 

substitute for playing with a tray of shaving cream or finger-paints, encourage the 

teen to cook, garden, do art or arts and crafts, and engage in other activities that 

challenge his tactile issues. Work with a sensory-smart occupational therapist who 

are willing to alter her approach to helping your teenage son or daughter to reduce 

any embarrassment or defensiveness. 

o Talk about sensory issues positively. Reassure your teenager that sensory 

issues are simply a difference in brain wiring, that they can be controlled and 

addressed to make life a little easier.  

Talk to them about the “little tricks” you and the OT can teach them to “make their 
lives easier.”  

o Offer accommodations and sensory diet ideas for him or her to choose from. 

Present accommodations and activities to teenagers and let them decide which they 

would like to use. Honor and respect their choices and encourage them to engage in 

problem solving with you.  

If all the kids are wearing loose clothes and they prefer them tight, let  the teen wear 

tight clothing, such as bicycle shorts, underneath looser clothes that seem more 

stylish. 

Teens with sensory issues need teen-friendly activities as part of their sensory diet. 

o Help him to feel okay as he is and find a group of peers he’s comfortable 
with. Practical solutions for grooming, picky eating, and dressing, and encouraging 

talks about the upside of being different, can help your teen with sensory issues feel 

more comfortable among his peers. However, he may also feel better about himself 

if he expands his group of friends. Encourage your teen to develop hobbies and 

engage in new activities from individualized sports that don’t require high levels of 
skill and competitiveness to enjoy them to groups that engage in the arts, music, 

spiritual chanting, etc. 

Extracurricular activities like swimming ,skating ,scooter boards are the best choices 

as they offer therapeutic benefits also. 
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o Focus on self-awareness and accountability for self-regulating. It’s very 
difficult to get others to accept poor self-regulation in a teen, even if you educate 

them on hidden disabilities.  

 

o Accept that your child may be more emotionally sensitive at this stage. Be 

alert to signs of increased anxiety and depression and consult a medical health 

professional with any concerns you have. Remember, addressing sensory issues will 

reduce overall anxiety that can lead to mild or moderate depression (when you feel 

you can’t manage your discomfort, over time, you can develop depression). 

 

Some of the most effective treatments for mild or moderate anxiety and 

depression include  

o Physical exercises (heavy muscle work on treadmills and exercise cycle) 

o Time spent outdoors 

o Meditation 

o Breathing exercises Yoga and karate. 

 

 The Role of the Parents in Treating Anxiety 

o Encourage and reward your child for his or her effort and engagement in  

         brave  behaviors.  

o Ignore excessive displays of anxiety  

o Distinguish between realistic and unrealistic fears so that an appropriate   

         treatment direction can be established. 

o Convey confidence in the child's ability to handle his or her worry and  

         anxiety. 

o Model courageous behaviors. 

o Work together with your spouse or partner to develop a plan for facing fears  

         (FACE YOUR FEARS INTERVENTION). 

o Discuss how to share coping skills and the creation of exposure hierarchies  

         with other professionals so that gains in one setting can be generalized to  

          other settings.  

Being aware of anxiety triggers for your child is another important step in working 

to improve and anticipate stress and anxiety. Common triggers may include change 

in routine, lack of sleep, -and highly social situation. 

Therefore collaborate with your teen for:  

o Creating a workable sensory diet that prevents negative behaviors for better   

          self-regulation.  

o Train in using specific self-calming and self-alerting techniques. 

o Hold her accountable for using her alerting music and diet, taking time out to  

          sit in a quiet space and do breathing exercises or use a brushing protocol, etc.  
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o Have him participate in creating a sensory diet tailored to his needs to keep   

          his sensory needs met and to prevent fight-or-flight behaviors. Let him  

experience the natural consequences if he refuses to use her calming, focusing, 

alerting techniques. 

  

Above all, never forget that kids with sensory issues need a “JUST RIGHT” 
challenge, a balance of accommodations to make them more comfortable and 

challenges that take them out of their comfort zone.   

Sensory diet activities for teenagers help them to develop a higher tolerance for 

situations and activities they’ll encounter in life, and over time, retrain their brains to 
process sensory information more typically. 

 Be creative and encouraging in setting up a sensory diet for a teenager, and always 

be collaborative to respect the teen’s need for independence. 
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BIOMEDICAL INTERVENTIONS IN CHILDREN WITH  

AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDERS (ASD) 

Dr. Deepak Gupta- Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist & Ms. Shreya Tandon-Psychologist 

An early, intensive, appropriate treatment program will greatly improve the outlook 

for most young children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). Treatment is most 

successful when the program is geared toward the individual child's particular needs. 

Psycho-education of the family members and care takers about ASD and various 

interventions is the first initial step. The best treatment plan may use a combination 

of interventions depending on the presenting age and concerns of the child, needs of 

the child, and family acceptance of various available interventions. 

By following the “Biomedical Approach”, the alternative treatments which is not 

FDA (US) approved, proposed by Autism Research Institute, US (1995); biomedical 

approach gives a hope and believes “Autism is treatable and recovery is plausible”. 
Research explains ASD as a biochemical and neurological problem that alters the 

way the brain and body develop, and eventually results in the social, behavioural, 

and communication problems. The four most important things to do to help the child 

with ASD are to: 

- Remove and eliminate toxins in food, water, environment; Restricted diets 

like GFCF Diet, Feingold Diet. 

- Replenish Nutrients by giving nutrients, vitamins and mineral supplements.  

- Help the Gut Heal by giving probiotics, digestive enzymes, omega 3 fatty 

acids; and treating dysbiosis and constipation. 

- Repair the body system by treating metabolic problems, mitochondrial 

dysfunction; immunological impairment and oxidative stress.  

 

From the last 7 years since 2008, Dr. Deepak Gupta (Child & Adolescent 

Psychiatrist), have been following the “Biomedical Approach” with promising 
results in children with ASD especially with GFCF diet, Candida Diet, Omega 3 

Fatty acids, treating gut dysbiosis, oral methylcobalamin, MB12 subcutaneous 

injections, mHBOT, citicholine and  recently GcMAF, oyxtocin nasal sprays and N-

Acetyl Cysteine (NAC). Along with “Biomedical interventions” other therapies 
including ABA, VBA, SI and others are encouraged and continued. This article will 

discuss some of the promising and newer biomedical interventions practised at 

CCAW, New Delhi. 
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 GFCF DIET 

Foods and nutrients can impact the symptoms of autism. The foods and substances 

that children eat directly impact what happens in their brain.  GFCF basics can help 

you get started with this important dietary approach. Foods containing gluten (found 

in wheat, barley, oats and rye) and casein (found in milk and dairy products) are 

removed from the child's daily food intake.  The suggested link between gluten and 

casein and autism emerged in the 1970s. The theory—which remains unproven—
was that children who have ASDs are unable to break down the dietary proteins in 

gluten and casein, causing the formation of opioid-like peptides (amino acids that 

are similar to proteins). The most popular rationale for this diet is the “opioid-excess 

theory”, which states that excess opioid-peptides, caused by the incomplete 

breakdown of foods with gluten and casein, trigger autistic symptoms. Another 

popular theory is that children with autism have “leaky gut syndrome”, which 
involves opioid-peptides crossing the intestinal and blood-brain barriers, and 

ultimately affecting the endogenous opiate and central nervous systems. Some assert 

this “leaky gut” may help explain why many children with ASD have 
gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms such as diarrhea and constipation in addition to 

social and communication deficits. Over the last 7 years, numerous children with 

ASD on GFCF diet have shown improvement (50-60%) in gut symptoms, 

understanding, awareness, eye contact and hyperactivity within 1-3 months of 

initiation of GFCF diets.   

 

 CANDIDA DIET 

The healthy gut contains both yeast and good bacteria, in balance with each other. In 

many Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) kids, however, one or the other can be out 

of balance. Bacteria can overgrow, or there can be a complete lack of bacteria. Also, 

bad bacteria can develop and take over, rather than good bacteria, causing major 

problems for the children. Bacteria live in the intestinal tract, sharing space with the 

yeast. Antibiotic use makes yeast worse, or can start off an unhealthy reaction 

causing yeast overgrowth. Antibiotics kill bacteria, both good and bad, but not yeast. 

When using antibiotics, the bad bacteria can take over the system and yeast can 

grow to fill in the space left by the removal of the bacteria. In Candida diet, sugar 

(Honey, Syrup, Chocolate) fresh fruit, grains, starchy vegetables, sweetened 

beverages etc. should be avoided. 

 

 CITICOLINE 

Citicoline is a naturally occurring, water soluble, molecule that is used by the 

brain to make phospholipids, including phosphatidylcholine.  

Phosphatidylcholine comprises 30% of the grey matter of brain tissue.  Studies 

suggest that CDP-choline supplements increase dopamine receptor 

http://www.healthychildren.org/English/health-issues/conditions/developmental-disabilities/pages/Autism-Spectrum-Disorders.aspx
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densities, and suggest that CDP-choline supplementation helps prevent memory 

impairment resulting from poor environmental conditions. Preliminary research 

has found that citicoline supplements help improve focus and mental energy. At 

CCAW, since 2013 we have treated children with ASD on Citicoline with 

promising results in awareness and speech & language. 

 

 HBOT 

Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) works as its name implies – hyper (more of) 

and baric (pressure) and in fact that is how it works. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy 

(HBOT) involves inhaling 100% oxygen at greater than one atmosphere absolute 

(ATA) in a pressurized chamber (soft or hard).The pressurized air (which contains 

more oxygen because of the increased pressure) or 100% pressurized oxygen act as 

signalling agents to as many as 8000 genes. Multiple independent single photon 

emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET) 

research studies have demonstrated hypo perfusion (decreased blood flow through 

an organ) to several areas of the autistic brain. The cause of this decreased blood 

flow is not known but may be secondary to changes in cerebral arterial resistance. 

Under normal conditions, cerebral blood flow increases when local brain tissue 

metabolic rate and functioning increases. However, this response may be reversed in 

children with autism. Using HBOT in children with Autism and anecdotal reports 

indicate that HBOT has improved symptoms in autistic children including 

enhancements in sensory and cognitive awareness, socialization, language repetitive 

behaviours. We at CCAW have conducted mHBOT since March 2012 on 45 

children with ASD till February 2015. The results have shown improvement in 

understanding, cognition, eye contact and speech & language in 40-50% of children 

with ASD. 

 

 M-B12 INJECTIONS 

MB12 injections target the methylation defects present in children. Since every cell 

in the body expresses the folate/methionine cycle, defects in transmethylation can 

affect vital biochemical reactions at many places in the intermediary metabolism. 

The use of MB12 injections for the treatment of autism was pioneered by Defeat 

Autism Now! (DAN) practitioner,Dr. James Neubrander.  It is estimated to 

be effective in 72% of children with autism in a 27,000 parent survey by ARI 2009 

(ARI Publ. 34/March 2009) and in India as evident by case studies. M-B12 

injections are introduced in children with ASD by following Dr. Neubrander’s 
protocol www.drneubrander.com.   

Before starting to administer the M-B12 injections, it is important that no changes 

are made in any other variables in the treatment plan. Also, the ongoing therapies 

http://www.drneubrander.com/
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are kept in place. Parents consent is the first necessary step, thus a clear explanation 

is provided to them. It is usually given in form of subcutaneous injections through a 

tiny insulin syringe because of the complexities in absorption of B12 from the 

digestive tract. The clinical responsiveness is carefully evaluated by both the parents 

at home and by the clinician clinically and also by using Autism Treatment 

Evaluation Checklist (ATEC). 

Changes can be noticed sometimes within 2-4 weeks whereas in other cases it can 

take more than 3 months for some children to respond with M-B12 injection. The 

benefit of M-B12 is a slow and steady process that needs to continue over a long 

period of time spanning 18-24 months. As per Dr. Neubrander’s protocol, the 
effective dose is 64.5mcg/kg every three days (in approximately 85% children with 

ASD). The stock concentration is 25 mg/ml (available in   USA; and to Indian 

parents via Akhil Autism Foundation (AAF), New Jersey and Dr.  Karima Hirani, 

USA).  

 Currently, since February 2009 till February 2015, we have more than 200 children 

under MB12 injections, charting their progress over time to see the impact of MB12 

injections on children with ASD in the long run. All the children with ASD given 

MB12 injections, no serious side effects were seen on M-B 12 injection. Initially 

most parents reported an increase in hyperactivity and mouthing (increase sensory 

issues), however these issues settled down with time (1-3 months). Few children 

dropped out because of increase in hyperactivity and sensory issues. Around 60 % 

of the cases showed remarkable improvement, especially in sociability and eye 

contact. Also an increased social responsiveness, understanding, and alertness were 

reported. Although complete speech wasn't reported, around 72% of the children 

showed an inclination towards being more verbal, like being able to use one or two 

words at a time.  The overall feedback from the parents, as shown on the ATEC 

scores over time, also proved to be in favour of M-B12 injection in children with 

ASD.  

 

 GcMAF 

It is a human protein. One week’s GcMAF looks like a small raindrop. Taking 
GcMAF replaces the missing part of the immune system, and also acts as the body’s 
own internal medicine. Dr Jeffrey Bradstreet has treated over 2,000 autistic children 

with GcMAF and the results are well established. 85% respond, and 15% have their 

autism eradicated. Research suggests that Autism is usually a viral disease to a 

greater or lesser extent, with viruses in the brain and the stomach. In 15% of 

children viruses are negligible, and GcMAF probably will not help. In 85% viruses 

are involved, and they will respond to GcMAF. In 15% of children autism is mainly 

a viral disease, and these children make full recoveries. Children can begin to 

respond inside 5 weeks. If nothing happens in 16 weeks, their autism may not be 

viral. If they respond, GcMAF should be continued for typically 24 weeks, or 8 
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weeks after they appear to be recovered, to ensure the viruses does not return. 

GcMAF simply rebuilds the immune system, which then attacks the viruses that 

cause autism. Improvements in the child are often seen as early as five weeks – 

about the same time it often takes to permanently eradicate.  Recently, we have 

started with the GcMAF subcutaneous injections on 2 children. 

 

• Mitochondrial Dysfunction  

Mitochondria are tiny parts of almost every cell in your body. Mitochondria are like 

the power house of the cells. They turn sugar and oxygen into energy that the cells 

need to work. In mitochondrial diseases, the mitochondria cannot efficiently turn 

sugar and oxygen into energy, so the cells do not work correctly. 

There are many types of mitochondrial disease, and they can affect different parts of 

the body: A child with a mitochondrial disease: may also have an autism spectrum 

disorder, or may have some of the symptoms/signs of autism. "Testing for 

mitochondrial dysfunction is available, and early treatment might lead to better 

long-term developmental outcomes," said Dr. Rossignol, who co-authored the 

review with Dr. Richard E. Frye. Children with ASD and MD had some distinct 

characteristics compared with the general population of children with ASD. In 12 

studies, "children with autism and mitochondrial problems were more likely to lose 

acquired skills compared to children with autism." Higher prevalence of 

developmental regression (52%), seizures (41%), motor delay (51%), and 

gastrointestinal abnormalities (74%), such as reflux and constipation, also appear to 

be significantly more common in children with ASD and MD relative to children 

with just ASD. Dr. Rossignol and Dr. Frye note in their report that published 

studies looking at treatment for ASD and MD are limited. However, some studies 

have suggested that treatment with mitochondrial cofactor supplementation, 

including antioxidants, carnitine, coenzyme Q10, and B vitamins, may improve 

mitochondrial function and behavior in some children   

 

 N-Acetylcysteine (NAC) 

NAC lowered irritability in children with autism as well as reducing the children’s 
repetitive behaviors. N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is approved by the US Food and Drug 

Administration for the treatment of acetaminophen (Tylenol) overdoses, but it may 

have other applications related to its effects in the brain. The antioxidant, called N-

Acetylcysteine, or NAC, lowered irritability in children with autism as well as 

reducing the children’s repetitive behaviors. 
 

More and more awareness is required for “Biomedical interventions” for children 

with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD). However, on a cautionary note, although 
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parents and individual doctors have noted some encouraging progress, there have 

only been a handful of controlled studies involving biomedical interventions. The 

results of these studies indicated that some have shown improvement in social, 

language and communication, overall the results appear to be in conclusive but 

promising.  

Need to learn and training is the need of the hour.  Earlier initiation of “Biomedical 

interventions” between 2-3 years, and children with High Functioning Autism 

(HFA) and PDD NOS are the children who have shown the best results and have 

been mainstreamed.  While formal tests and randomized trials are still ongoing 

across the globe, parents can try these promising “Biomedical interventions” for 

children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD), under their doctor's close 

supervision and guidance. 
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MOTHER’S JOURNEY IN TO THE WORLD OF AUTISM 
A True Story 

 
“Your child has Autism” The words uttered to me are still fresh in my mind. 
However, it did not produce a sense of despondency, but rather a relief because I 

could then know what the issue was with our child. I could learn what could be done 

about it, once I knew what the problem was. 

When our son was growing up we were living in a small village near the Delhi 

airport. My son enjoyed the place. It was quiet; he enjoyed watching the peacocks as 

they sat on our terrace. Since we lived in a village where there was very little public 

transport, social interactions were limited and planned in advance. Even till the age 

of 3 he had not developed his language skills. I used to think, “Why does he not 
talk”?  I was told that ‘boys start speaking late”. As he slowly developed language 
the question arose “Why does he not talk to others” and I was informed “He is an 
introvert like his dad” There was an answer to every query I had, and it satisfied me. 

I did not want to imagine that my son could be struggling with something.  

 

Then my second child was born. As he grew I started realizing the differences in his 

development as compared to his elder brother. I realized that my elder son’s talk was 
all need based. What a difference. Living in nuclear families, it becomes difficult for 

parents to tell the difficulty of a child especially if it is their first child. Considering 

the school options for our son we moved out of the village to live in the city, with all 

its hustle and bustle. Visiting people, going shopping was much easier in the city. 

One thing we really looked forward to was going to a church. We were finally able 

to meet people on a regular basis and share, and hear God’s word. However, for my 

son, it seemed to be a nightmare. He would get into fights, and his way of saying 

“hello” was to push a child, or hit them. We still thought he would “grow out of it”. 
We admitted him to a play school. He seemed to flourish in the playschool, though 

he did get into fights, or remained reclusive. It seemed as if he did not know what to 

do.  

 

And then it was time for us to send our son to a regular school. He got admitted in a 

good school. As we put him in the bus for the first time, I remember the 

apprehensions that we had. However, it was a journey he would need to embark on 

his own. All we could do was pray. He seemed to be doing okay in the school until 

one day in the Parent Teacher meeting his teacher asked my husband, “Does your 
son not speak?” My husband was shocked with that question because he used to talk 
to us at home. He returned home wondering why the teacher was asking a question 

like that. In some of the later Parent teacher meetings the parents of his classmates 

would complain to us that our son was hitting out at their children. We would 

apologize to them and would reprimand him. Our son would tell as to how the other 
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students teased him by running away with his things. So we thought that perhaps it 

was normal with boys and he will grow out of such behaviour. 

He was promoted to the next class and the class teacher in one of the Parent Teacher 

Meeting asked my husband, “Why don’t you consider sending your son to a special 
school?” My husband returned that day with tears in his eyes as he could not fathom 

as to why the teacher was asking such a question. It had never occurred to us that 

our son had some special need. To us he was like any other child and like other 

children he had his own issues but we could not think beyond that. 

 

As he grew, so did his struggles. One Christmas eve, we had invited several friends 

over for dinner. And my son was getting into a fight with other children who had 

come. One of my friends, who had come, was a Masters in Public Health. She told 

me, “Why don’t you get him tested for Autism”. The words were strange to me, 
because I had heard of autism and it was only the very severe cases. My son, surely 

did not fit into that category. However, we wanted to rule out all possibilities. So we 

decided to take him to a doctor. After meeting with the doctor, the doctor said, 

“Why do you want a label for your child? Just accept that he is different”. The 
Doctor also told that he himself had Dyslexia but with computers he was able to 

overcome his challenges. He counseled us to not say no to him but try to give him 

positive reinforcement and try to look at the world from his eyes. Those were 

seemingly good counsel but we were still clueless about what was the cause of our 

son’s struggles and how could we help him.  We ourselves struggled to get an 

understanding of our son’s struggles but were still far from finding any help. 
Listening to criticism from relatives on my  bad parenting  or  comments from others 

like “If you can’t take care of him, why did you give birth to him” etc. were not 
helping me either. It hurt me when people felt that the struggles my son was having 

were because of my bad parenting. We were recipients of good measure of advice, 

criticism and rejection from others. Everybody seemed to have an answer to our 

struggles and felt they could do a better job at parenting than what we were doing. 

All this added to our sense of desperation, struggle and sometimes to a sense of 

failure.  

 

In the mean time my son continued to struggle at school, getting bullied by students. 

One day we got a phone call from a young boy of his class, who said, “Could I talk 
to the mad boy?” I remember crying that day and complained to the school. Thanks 
to the school that they immediately took action. However, I thought, how many 

people one could fight against, how many actions one could take? The struggles 

seemed to pile on and our desire to get a proper diagnosis grew.  

 

Acting upon the advice of some well wisher, we took our son to a special educator 

in a School who could provide a diagnosis to us of what learning disability my son 
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was having. After seeing him, she said, “Why don’t you rule out Autism?” She also 
provided us the details of Action for Autism, where we could get him diagnosed. We 

called AFA and were given an appointment. 

 

On the day we were supposed to go to Action for Autism, we prayed. And I 

remember a thought that came to my mind was that even though we would get a 

diagnosis on that day, but God had already made a diagnosis and had chosen us as 

his parents. He was not a mistake, but loved by God. We drove across town to AFA, 

and waited till someone came to observe him. Two persons came, one of whom was 

Merry Barua herself the Director of AFA. I was thankful of the way they observed 

him, totally unobtrusive and very sensitively. And the diagnosis was –Classical case 

of Autism. But they told us –“You have come quite late.” Our son was approaching 
eight years by then. Still, instead of feeling despair I felt a sense of relief. Finally, I 

could know what his difficulty was and we could learn how to work with it. My 

husband was however devastated. I could understand his feelings too. Here was a 

label that would stay with our son for the rest of his life. We drove to a friend’s 
place, where we sat down, slowly absorbing the news we had just received. We were 

thankful for the friends, who by their silence and words, stood with us at this time.  

 

Then we travelled to Ranchi, to show him at the Central Institute of Psychiatry. Our 

relatives wanted us to show our son at CIP. We went there. A place filled with 

people in various stages of mental illness, it was a scary place to take our son. On 

the second day, our son refused to go to CIP, and it took four adult males to put him 

in the taxi. I could say nothing as the decisions were taken by our relatives. Inside I 

wept for my son, but I was helpless. The testing at CIP showed the same thing- 

AUTISM. However, we still had to tread a long journey in getting people to 

understand. “It is something in the brain, so actually he is mad” were some of the 
comments. Sometimes I just wanted to hug my son and run away. 

 

On getting back to Delhi, my son went back to school. I talked to the Principal and 

Manager of the school about the diagnosis and they were very supportive of our son. 

They placed him in a classroom where my son was understood and the teacher very 

sensitive. There were still many behavioral issues that needed to be worked at, 

however.  We would go to AFA once a week where a special educator worked with 

him. In the meantime my husband and I started reading and learning everything we 

could about Autism. As my son was diagnosed rather late (nearing 8 years), 

intervention was also delayed. We started to work with him at home and at school 

he was placed part time in a regular classroom and part time in the integrated section 

for children with special needs. Work with him started at a rapid pace, with both the 

class teacher of the regular classroom and the special educator working together. 

However as he grew in years, the complexities of social skills and communication 
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increased and he had to be in the integrated section for a longer period of time. He 

had some friends in his regular classroom who would play with him, and some who 

would bully him. 

 

The school administration was sensitive and helped him in whatever way they could. 

As a parent this was more than what we could ask for. However, no learning was 

taking place as he could not understand the syllabus. So finally at 6
th
 grade we 

withdrew him from the school he was going to, and placed him in a special school. 

We were also informed that giving him occupational therapy would help him. It 

made me wonder- why was I not informed about this earlier. I had wasted so much 

time not knowing what was required for my son apart from for special education. He 

started going for occupational therapy and we saw changes in him that we had not 

seen before. With a multi-pronged approach he started to respond to social 

situations, though not always positively. One of the things we had decided earlier 

on- we would take him with us wherever we went. We would not ‘hide’ him, nor 
would we be ‘ashamed’ of him in anyway.  
 

We also started informing relatives about what Autism was. Some were cynical, but 

we never let it depress us, and some were supportive. We started to concentrate on 

how we could help our son, rather than worrying about how he was ‘different’. Then 
a day came when my son came to me crying, and asking me why he could not do 

what others did, why he was in a different school. It was a painful moment for us as 

parents. How does one alleviate the pain of a child who was differently abled? We 

sat with him and shared with him how everyone was different and how God made 

people with different strengths and abilities.  

 

The teens had started and along with him came a whole plethora of other difficulties. 

Anxiety and depression made my son very aggressive and sometimes it was very 

difficult to control him. He tried to cope with his ‘differentness” and the family was 
trying to cope with the very visible changes in him. Sometimes he would get violent 

and it would be hard to prevent him from hurting others or himself. We developed a 

motto for him of what men were supposed to do, “Adjust and control.” He started to 
slowly adapt to it and we started seeing changes. He slowly learnt to control his 

temper and occupational therapy helped take care of his sensory needs. He started 

talking more and we could slowly understand what was happening within him. 

While he still had (and has) difficulty explaining his feelings, he started learning at a 

rapid pace, picking up skills fast. One of the things that helped him in his journey 

was his gift of drawing. We found out that he liked drawing and so we started to 

appreciate his drawings and it became the medium of his communication. Slowly we 

encouraged him to show his drawing to the guests or friends who came to our home. 
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And he gained confidence in talking to others. This is still is main pastime and 

means of expression. 

In the special school he was going he exceeded the expectations of most of teachers. 

He liked doing physical activities- roller skating, doing Gymnastics, learning 

Taekondo and it helped him in gaining confidence as he was able to participate in 

some of those performances in the annual day or Christmas program in the school. 

He also took part in many Special Olympics events of Half Marathon, Weight lifting 

etc. in which he could get medals and certificates. Those are now part of his proud 

possessions. We recognize the contributions of many special educators, therapists 

and teachers who have played significant role in making him who he is now. We, as 

a family, know that it was only by God’s grace that he has come this far. He started 
sitting for our family prayers and slowly started reading the Bible. While he still had 

difficulty understanding most of it, he liked to sit with us and pray. He had requests 

which he wanted us to pray for him and we appreciated it. 

Now he works as an office assistant in his school. He has his struggles as all of us  

have our own. The episodes when he would cry about his ‘differentness’ are still 
there. But now he seems to have accepted himself in the way that he is. He has his 

own dreams and desires for a future about which he prays every day. We as parents 

sometime feel ashamed by our own lack of faith of not praying for him enough for 

the things that he prays for himself. This journey has taught us many precious truths 

–the importance of valuing a person for who he or she is rather than what he or she 

does, the significance of truth and transparency in our communication and the 

falsehood of pretence, to recognize the beauty and joy in simple pleasures in life and 

so on. Our son has been our teacher. Indeed he has been a blessing to us and has 

been a source of blessing for many others. 
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SELF-ADVOCACY FOR AUTISM:  

PERSPECTIVE, PRACTICES AND ADVICE 

By Qazi Fazli Azeem 

 

QaziFazliAzeem is Pakistan’s first and only self-advocate for the Autism spectrum 

since 2006. Some of his posts can be seen on his twitter account @fazliazeem, his 

website www.autismpakistan.org as well as on Social media websites. His posts at 

the Pakistan Autism meetup group forum can be read here- 

http://www.meetup.com/autism-77/messages/boards/ 

My full name is QaziFazliAzeem and since 2006, I am my country’s first (and still 
only) self-advocate for the Autism Spectrum. I was born in Karachi, Pakistan and 

lived there my whole life (and still live there), other than nearly two years that I 

studied in Boston, USA through the Fulbright Scholarship. My personal journey as 

the first self-advocate from my country eventually led me to become the first self-

advocate from South Asia.  

This happened first during the Jan 2008 South Asian Autism regional conference at 

Delhi, India – where I was invited to present my story of how I overcame some of 

my personal challenges when I was growing up. During the same conference, I met 

many parents, doctors, researchers and even a few self-advocates. One of them, in 

particular was Dr Stephen Shore of Massachusetts USA, who is now an Assistant 

Professor of Special Education at Adelphi University NY, USA. Before Stephen, I 

had never met another self-advocate before… the most I had done was read Dr 
Temple Grandin’s books and read online interviews of Stephen and some self-
advocates from the UK.  

The second time I represented South Asia as a self-advocate was during May 2008 

at the Shafallah Centre in Doha, Qatar... only a few weeks after the World’s first 
Autism Awareness day (WAAD) started on 2

nd
 April 2008 at the United Nations. I 

remember recording all the documentaries on CNN that day, compressing them and 

sharing them on YouTube with parents in South Asian countries. I was invited to the 

3
rd

 International Disability conference at Qatar where I was able to meet Bob and 

Suzanne Wright, the founders of Autism Speaks, the largest Autism research 

organization in the world. They had partnered with Qatar’s Shafallahcenter to help 

with genetic research, to look for a “cure” for Autism. I did not understand the 
complexities of the Autism advocacy movements around the world, and till now, 

remain neutral, supporting educational interventions over bio-medical and invasive 

methods, that remain, to this day, controversial, as stated by the Centre for Disease 

Control CDC USA. I learnt many things at Qatar, the foremost being the importance 

http://www.autismpakistan.org/
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of a “sensory room” that they had created for their students on the spectrum, as a 

place to relax when over-stimulated. 

The third time I represented South Asia as a self-advocate was during the South 

Asian Autism conference at Dhaka, Bangladesh during January 2009. I met 

Bangladesh Prime Minister’s daughter SaimaHossainPutul along with 

representatives of their government who have continued their work to increase 

awareness and advocacy. I met her again at the United Nations in New York USA 

during WAAD on 2
nd

 April 2013 and heard of her work with India’s Sonia Gandhi 
and ministers to support South Asian efforts for people on the Autism spectrum.  

Two months ago, during Feb this year, I spoke at the AFA Delhi’s South Asian 
Autism conference after a gap of 7 years. It was great to catch up with the parents, 

educators, researchers and fellow self-advocates. My educational and research 

experiences in the USA, advocacy work in my country and awareness of 

international Autism research and advocacy efforts  have allowed me to compare 

and contrast foreign and local models of inclusion. Contrary to popular belief, the 

western model of inclusion is far from perfect as most parents have to rely on 

incredibly expensive interventions which are paid through insurance claims that take 

an average of 2-3 years due to massive demand. Long waiting lists of parents as well 

as expensive patented systems (a consequence of capitalism) has led to a fragmented 

and broken system for Autism education in the USA, with massive variation based 

on what state and city parents live in. In such an environment, there is a massive 

global movement of western educators who travel to developing countries around 

the world (as well as in South Asia), slowly training educators through specific goal 

based workshops, which are slowly moving online (a consequence of cheap mobile 

phones, tablets, internet and apps).  

My personal story and history is directly connected to the greater adoption of 

technology in South Asia, in context of reducing cost, spreading education, 

inclusion and awareness. I was diagnosed later in life at age 25, which allowed me 

to work towards minimizing my sensory and communication issues. I had severe 

dyscalculia (math problems), echolalia (repeating things without understanding their 

meaning), lack of eye contact, no friends (other than 2 cousins who I met at family 

events), hyperactivity (climbing trees and jumping on beds and couches to the point 

of breaking them), fear of hair cutting (due to cold metal scissor), aversion to taking 

baths (due to water that was too hot or too cold), cutting nails (due to sensitive skin 

underneath fingernails) and various quirks that I now know as traits of Asperger’s 
Syndrome or higher functioning autism. I talked about some of the 

“unconventional” strategies that I used to help minimize my issues seven years ago 
at the first South Asian Autism conference at Delhi (2008), videos of that 

presentation can be seen online: 
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VAUdCwSsGQ 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Cr-zSfwQ5Q 

 

In this article, I will refer to ideas that have helped me over the years, practical steps 

that can help other educators, researchers and self-advocates take advantage of the 

international network of self-advocates, educational content and self-help for 

helping people on the Autism spectrum succeed.  

1) Since I was the first self-advocate from my country, my role-models were 

self-advocates in the USA and UK who were writing their life stories and solutions 

in books, giving lectures at conferences that would be uploaded online and being 

interviewed on radio, magazines and television programs. For the first few years, 

there was simply too much information to filter and make sense of, but over time, 

paying close attention to scientific research papers, Government health department 

press releases and interviews of self-advocates allowed me to apply things that 

worked for others. If you are taking care of a person on the spectrum, it is a life-long 

learning process as no one has all the answers, there is a lot of trial and error (try 

things, if there is no significant improvement, try other things). There is more free-

content online than paid content, most of it is not good in quality so asking an expert 

to recommend you to very specific papers or videos for your specific questions is 

highly recommended to save your time, energy and efforts.  

2) Make an updated professional profile on Facebook, LinkedIn and twitter and 

add or follow every major researcher, self-advocate or autism educator that you keep 

hearing or reading about in your media feeds. Social media allows us to connect 

directly with international experts who are very busy in their work and research, 

even if you don’t ask them a direct question, follow their posts and read what they 
are saying as you will be learning for free from experts.  

3) Attend Autism training workshops, conferences and lectures in your city and 

country as much as you are able to. Invite other like-minded parents and educators 

and make sure you share and give a presentation to your local autism network if you 

have had attended a conference or a lecture from an expert from outside our region 

or country. When we share and teach, we learn and master technical subjects, which 

give us the vocabulary needed to be effective self-advocates for ourselves and those 

that we are supporting. 

4) Encourage hobbies and specialized interests, these lead to fun past time 

activities, mastery and eventually vocational careers based on tangential skills. 

Hobbies allow subjects of social connectivity and a common topic to share and 

exchange with others. 

5) Conversation can be taught, so can social interaction, if done step by step and 

through practice and adequate research (such as watching conversation in comedy 

programs, to study humor) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VAUdCwSsGQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Cr-zSfwQ5Q
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6) Eye contact can be improved by looking at your own eyes in the mirror and 

practicing 3-4 line summary descriptions about who you are, what you do and your 

interests and hobbies. This practice leads to confidence when introducing you to a 

stranger or in a social setting. 

7) Having adult supervision is positive reinforcement for learning social 

interaction, particularly in our south Asian environment with elder grandparents, 

cousins, siblings and hired help. Employees and helpers can be trained to support 

inclusion and facilitate communication inside the home. However, decision making 

and a semblance of independent choice is important to inculcate, starting by 

choosing what food to eat leading to choice of schedules, activities as well as 

hobbies. 

I had pets at home, aquarium fish, parrots, cats and even some rarer animals (crabs, 

snails and turtles picked up from the beach and the occasional goat). Understand 

animal behavior enabled me to form explanatory models for my interaction with 

people. Taking care of animals allowed me to understand rules, routines and work 

with sensory issues (smell). I would recommend children and adults on the spectrum 

to observe animals in real life as well as through video.  

I learnt a lot from computer games that allowed me to explore, take risks and have 

conversations with virtual characters. Limiting computer or game time is important 

due to inherent addiction that may arise over time. Tablets and technology are very 

good to facilitate communication. I would recommend taking educational training to 

make animations, games and creative projects by using these tools is a great 

opportunity for vocational futures. 

Last year in 2014 (June), I attended the Pensacola Florida Autism conference where 

I had a long conversation with Eaustacia Cutler, the mother of famed Autism self-

advocate Dr Temple Grandin. Eaustacia told me that she did not listen to the advice 

of doctors to institutionalize her daughter Temple and instead took her to some of 

the world’s leading special needs researchers at the Boston Children’s Hospital. She 
said that Temple was a child of privilege, born to a highly educated and wealthy 

family. This may be why Temple is probably the first ever case of a person on the 

spectrum improving over time to become a self-advocate. There were simply not 

many doctors or researchers who understood Autism well enough over 40 years ago, 

and things have improved since then. 

The western libertarian social system enables and encourages individualism; their 

ultimate goal is for a person with a disability label to reclaim some form of 

“independence” and be able to move toward an “independent” living system. This is 
very different from South Asia’s family/communal living ecosystem premised in 
thousands of years of social support and practices. We need to have more studies 
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and support for communal living, sustainable housing, environmentally friendly 

work environments where people on the spectrum can contribute to society. Our 

goals must include working with countries across our region, we share language and 

thousands of years of cultural practices. Just as a western individualism or 

independent living model was tested and developed by the developed world, we 

need to create our own inclusive communal model, and scale it for the entire region.  

Through the Delhi conference in Feb this year, I saw researchers and practitioners 

share documentaries of local projects. This must continue on, beyond the annual 

conference model. If our abstracts, lectures (audio and/or video) as well as slides can 

be uploaded to journals and Autism education and advocacy websites, others in our 

cities will benefit. While a truly inclusive linguistic system is not a reality, quality 

materials have been translated to local regional languages. Technology can be used 

to automate much of these cost-intensive processes.  

Local researchers must try to work with local doctors and people on the autism 

spectrum, our problems are unique, given our south Asian culture and regional 

dynamics. We need a south Asian network of self-advocates, both parents as well as 

those on the spectrum who want to share their experiences. Our numbers continue to 

grow and there are people around the world who are ready and willing to help us 

achieve success and stronger communities. Before we can advocate for all of us, we 

must first advocate for ourselves, share our own stories online, on TV channels, on 

radio, on newspapers, in books and publications. I have spread awareness and put 

most of my videos and advice online, this is how people around the world found me 

and educated me through workshops and conferences.  

You are not alone, there are millions of parents and educators and self-advocates 

that will find out about Autism in the coming years, just as millions of us exist 

around the world, celebrating United Nations World Autism Awareness Day each 

year on 2
nd

 April. I spoke on behalf of South Asia on 2
nd

 April 2013 during the 

WAAD event at the UN.This year in 2015, Action for Autism Director Merry Barua 

will be speaking at the UN in NY, USA – representing all of us in South Asia. I 

wish her the best and look forward to greater cooperation, advocacy for Autism and 

a better future for all the families in South Asia, by working towards a common 

goal. 
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LEARNING NEVER SLOWS DOWN… 

The last few months revealed a simple truth which I had perhaps forgotten and was 

pleasantly surprised to rediscover. Our son Sachin, now all of eighteen years old, 

has effortlessly achieved targets and mastered skills which after years of struggle, 

we had sadly given up on. It was indeed a proud moment when I saw him playing 

cricket so well in the playground outside ‘Umeed’, the school which he is currently 
studying in. When he was younger we had observed that he lacked the requisite 

focus and eye-hand coordination required for this sport. 

 We were often told that speech and language skills only develop till a certain age. 

But I find that this is not necessarily the case as Sachin is now trying to speak more 

and reach out to people with curiosity and interest. Moreover, his bonding with his 

sister has improved tremendously and she has been instrumental in his mastering of 

various games on the I-Pad and appreciating Western Music (earlier it was only 

Bollywood music for him!). Indeed, it is very heartening to see the development of 

his leisure activities as making him pass his free time was a huge challenge for us 

earlier. 

 I no longer feel that age is a barrier to learning. Of course, none of this would have 

been possible without the dedication and hardwork of the amazing Special 

Educators who have been working with Sachin. Some skills mature and develop 

better when the child is older. This is especially true in the case of an awareness of 

the environment around them, which young children with autism are often found to 

be lacking in. All we need to do is to continue with our efforts and provide the 

children with as many opportunities and experiences as we can, to enable them to 

participate meaningfully in the world around them. 

                                                                          

By: Charu Sharan 

(Mother) 
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MY BIG BROTHER 

  

Tall and lanky, handsome and smart; 

I've loved my brother right from the start  

He always wants to be hugged and kissed; 

He has Autism and is still a baby at heart.  

He covers himself with a blanket at night, 

And goes into a cocoon completely out of sight, 

My brother studies with interest, 

His school helps him achieve his best. 

Birthday Parties make him have a blast; 

His Cycling and musical skills impress me by far. 

He says to himself "I am a big star!" 

I am proud of him and agree, 

My brother surely is a ROCKSTAR! 

 

 

By Diya Sharan  

(Sister of Sachin Sharan) 
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LIST OF MOVIES BASED ON AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER 

 

Adam 

A romantic character study examining the obstacles to intimacy and the 

compromises we make in the name of love, Adam stars Hugh Dancy as a man living 

with Asperger's syndrome who does his best to reach out to his pretty new upstairs 

neighbor. Due to his condition, Adam isn't the best when it comes to 

communicating. 

 

A Mother's Courage: Talking Back to Autism 

The mother of an autistic child is determined not to accept the pessimistic prognosis 

for her son. 

 

After Thomas 
A true story about a couple's struggles to meet the challenges of their son's autism. 

 

Autism Every Day 

Short documentary film about the lives of mothers of autistic kids. The film consists 

mainly of interviews with mothers (and scenes of them with their autistic children), 

mothers whose lives have been utterly transformed. The situation of these mothers is 

just unrelieved, unrelenting. 

 

Autism Is a World    

A documentary on an autistic woman's inner world, her writing, and the friends she 

made while in college.   

 Autism: The Musical 

Follows five autistic children as they work together to create and perform a live 

musical production.  

Barfi          

Three young people learn that love can neither be defined nor contained by society's 

norms of normal and abnormal.The film depicts the story of Murphy "Barfi" 

Johnson (a mute and deaf man from Darjeeling and his relationships with two 

women, Shruti and jhilmil who is autistic. 

Chidren of the Stars 

A documentary about children with autism The film provides a deeply moving 

insight into the tragic hardships parents face when trying to bring up an autistic child 

in China. It is a deeply emotional film filled with moments of joy, desperation, 

devotion, and beautifully tender parental love. 
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Cries from the Heart 

An autistic boy's mother and teacher learn a dark secret from a technique known as 

facilitated communication. 

Dad's In Heaven With Nixon 

A woman ensures that her autistic young son will become an independent adult. 

 

Dark Floors 

Concerned for his autistic daughters  health, the father sees a removal from the 

hospital by force as the only option. An elevator break-down prevents a smooth exit 

and renders them trapped with others.  

Main Aisa Hi Hoon 

A autistic man fights his former father-in-law for custody of his daughter. 

 

Marathon 

An inspirational movie follows an autistic young man, who finds solace only in 

running. His mother is the caring force that never gives up on him. Even though 

both Mother and son suffer from family and financial issues, they manage to find a 

former marathon champion. 

Mary and Max 

The story concerns a little girl who lives in Australia and who has domestic issues 

which affect her circle of friends. She selects an unlikely pen-friend named Max, 

who lives in New York and who has aspergers with severe anxiety issues.  

 

Mercury Rising 

A 9-year-old autistic boy who has cracked the government's new unbreakable code. 

He can read MERCURY, the most advanced encryption code yet created, as easily 

as other kids read English.  

 

Miracle Run 

Based on a true story, a single mother of twin 5-year-old boys, Steven and Phillip, 

who are diagnosed with autism. Public school officials threaten to remove them 

from school due to their behavior, but through therapy, the boys are able to make 

major strides in their capabilities.  

 

Mozart and the Whale  

New York taxi driver Donald Morton has Asperger's syndrome, a type of autism.  

Proficient with numbers but shy around people, Donald organizes a support group 

for others with with his condition. 
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My Name Is Khan 

An Indian Muslim man with Asperger's syndrome takes a challenge to speak to the 

President seriously, and embarks on a cross-country journey. 

 

Normal People Scare Me 

A filmmaker with high-functioning autism documents others who have the disorder. 

Recovered: Journeys through the Autism Spectrum and Back 

The film documents four children who have recovered from the Autism Spectrum. 

Each child received services from the Center for Autism and Related Disorders Inc. 

(CARD), including assessments, supervision, parent/teacher training and one-on-one 

behavioral therapy. 

 

Season of Miracles 

The Robins, a little league team, play their 1974 season with their new autistic 

player. 

 

Silent Fall 

Having seen the murder of his parents, autistic youth Tim Warden is sent to therapy 

with Dr. Jake Rainer Jake tries to talk with the silent child about what he saw, but he 

gets more details about the Wardens' household dynamics from Tim's teenage sister, 

Sylvie. 

 

Snow Cake 

A drama focused on the friendship between a high-functioning autistic woman and a 

man who is traumatized after a fatal car accident. 

 

Son-Rise: A Miracle of Love 

After years parents notice their young son Raun's problems with hearing and vision. 

Doctors tell them that Raun is autistic, severely developmentally disabled and 

completely untreatable. But the couple refuses to accept his condition as permanent 

and struggles to help him develop his cognitive abilities using their own therapy 

methods -- an autism treatment program now known as Son-Rise. 

 

Temple Grandin  

A biopic of Temple Grandin, an autistic woman who has become one of the top 

scientists in the humane livestock handling industry. 

 

The Boy Who Could Fly 
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Kindly adolescent Milly moves in next door to autistic teen Eric Gibb.The mute 

Eric, whose parents were killed when he was 5 years old, lives with his hard-

drinking uncle, Hugo and is obsessed with birds. 

 

The Horse Boy 

An autistic pre-adolescent prone to tearful outbursts, Rowan Isaacson rarely talks to 

family members, but he seems to have a special bond with horses. Frustrated that 

Rowan isn't responding to traditional treatment methods, his parents take him on a 

journey from their home in Texas to a shaman's hillside abode in Mongolia. This 

documentary depicts how Rowan responds to the shaman's unusual combination of 

healing ceremonies and horseback riding. 

 

The Story of Luke 

After his grandmother dies, an autistic young man is forced to adjust to life in the 

outside world. 

 

Too Sane for This World 

Too Sane for This World' explores the challenges, gifts and unique perspectives of 

12 adults on the autism spectrum. The film features an introduction by Dr. Temple 

Grandin. 'Too Sane for This World' is about exhibiting the strengths, discussing the 

challenges and exposing the immediate need for society to address the concerns 

within the autism community. 

 

Vectors of Autism: A documentary about Laura Nagle 

This 40-minute documentary film is about being an adult with autism in a world that 

is definitely not autistic. Laura Nagle is a 57-year old woman who has much to say 

about autism and the influence autism has had on her life.  

Wretches & Jabberers 

Two autistic men set out on a global road trip to change people's attitudes about 

disability. 

Serial based on Autism Spectrum Disorder 

Aapki Antara: A story of five-year-old cute and adorable girl Antara. With her 

things are not the same in parents’ lives. Antara does not behave like a normal child.  

She cannot express emotions and lives in her own world! To the outside world she is 

a day dreamer and a slow child. During the course of time, father discovers that 

Antara suffers from a condition called autism. He is then faced with a challenge to 

bring up his special child and get her accepted by the society.  
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LIST OF  USEFUL APPLICATIONS (APPS) 

Avaz: Avaz for Autism is an Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) 

app for children with speech difficulties (having Autism, intellectual challenges 

etc.). It uses picture symbols and high-quality voice synthesis, to help users 

communicate and also develop language skills.  

Avaz-India Edition comes with an Indian accented voice and includes culture-

appropriate vocabulary related to food (e.g. poori, dal, idli ...), festivals (e.g. Diwali, 

Holi..), etc. The vocabulary is available in English and six Indian languages; Hindi, 

Kannada, Malayalam, Marathi, Tamil and Telugu.  Available for iPhone, iPad and 

android. 

 

Social Stories: The most inexpensive of the story-making apps, Social Stories is an 

ABA app designed to help special needs children and young adults understand 

social situations and give them tools to respond correctly to their environment, in 

their environment. It helps develop and further enhance for social skills, 

communication, memory recall, etc. Available for iPhone, iPad and android 

 

Speech Tree: It incorporates ABA and evidence-based principles that benefit 

individuals with autism and others who experience complex communication needs.  
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ABA Receptive Identification: By Class: allows children to identify things as 

having parts, attributes or fitting into categories which are necessary for developing 

appropriate, functional conversation skills. These lessons teach a child to talk about 

things rather than just labeling them. 

 

Match It Up: Match it up helps develop visual perception skills, cognitive skills 

such as categorization and with parental assistance can also develop language skills, 

for example, by naming the objects and the colors.  

Sort It Out: Sort It Out is a great play-anywhere educational game app that helps 

with classifying, alphabet skills, and letter-object association. How fast can the 

player sort all the pictures to finish the puzzle? 

Matching the pictures or letters at the top, kids race against the clock to line up the 

four items that all start with the same letter or have the same theme. Tap a tile to 

hear the object named. Tap and hold the light bulb icon for a clue. Tap the music 

notes icon to turn background music on and off. Along with spelling, thinking and 

vocabulary skills, eye-hand coordination and fine motor skills also improve. The 

outer edge lights up when a column is finished. Choosing “Play” at the end of a 
game, shuffles the puzzle for a new challenge and the opportunity to improve their 

speed. This app can also be a good way for adults to stimulate memory and “think 
fast” skills. 

Articulation Station: Help teach your child how to pronounce the sounds in the 

English language with 6 fantastic and engaging activities. It is a comprehensive 

articulation program offering practice at the word, sentence and story levels in 22 

sounds in the English language. Available for iPhone, iPad and android.  

3D brain: Use your touch screen to rotate and zoom around the interactive brain 

structures. Discover how each brain region functions, what happens when it is 

injured, and how it is involved in mental illness. Each detailed structure comes with 

information on functions, disorders, brain damage, case studies, and links to modern 

research. Available for android, iPhone and iPad.  

Touch and Learn: Emotions is a free app that helps kids learn to identify and name 

emotions, facial expressions, and body language. This game includes more than 100 

images of real people of various ages, ethnicities, and emotional states. The words 

and photos can be customised to include their own voice recordings, or use the 

settings to choose just one or a few categories of emotions for children who need 

extra help with specific concepts. Even the success messages can be customised that 

reward the children.  
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Toontastic: provides a stunningly easy way to create your own animated films. 

Children choose the characters and setting for each scene, then just move the pieces 

around like they were playing with action figures, providing their own dialogue as 

the iPad records it all. They can then add a musical score with the appropriate 

emotional tone. The app doesn't just allow kids to make their own cartoons, it also 

teaches the fundamentals of storytelling. Kids can share their videos with the 

Toontastic community and enter them in film contests. Available for android and 

apple.  

IF... The Emotional IQ Game: It is an adventure game that helps kids age 6 to 12 

develop the skills that lead to emotional intelligence. Inspired by the poem "If" 

by Rudyard Kipling, the app leads kids on a quest that promotes self-awareness and 

positive social communication. Kids create their own dog avatars and travel through 

Ziggurat, a glittery fantasy world, fixing things in the environment and collecting 

"energy creatures" called Vim to cleanse them of dark energy. With the help of a 

wise Zen-like master, YouDog, kids think about and exercise choices related to core 

social and emotional learning (SEL) skills such as gratitude, helpfulness, and 

regulation of fear. Characters use language such as "Let's find a win-win" and "This 

is really frustrating and scary" to help kids learn problem-solving and emotional 

vocabulary. As YouDog sends kids on missions, they practice skills such as 

teamwork, grit, and patience. Parents can view a report on a kid's gameplay and 

skills practiced for each chapter. Available for apple 

 

Calm Counter: Social Story and Anger Management Tool for Autism, Down 

Syndrome and Special Needs: a visual and auditory tool to help children calm 

down when they are angry or anxious. The app includes a social story about anger, 

and audio/visual tools for calming down. Available for Android and Apple. 

Compliments Social Story and Speech Tool: it includes a social story about how 

and why people give compliments and a simple visual support for giving 

compliments. It focuses on why it is important to give compliments and how one 

should react when a compliment is given to them. 

Attainment's Community Success: Community Success helps students with 

developmental disabilities, including autism, prepare for community outings and 

eventual independence. Learning independent living skills is a complex process; 

mastering social interactions, getting to know the environment and how certain 

businesses work, for example, who can call you a taxi? How to call a taxi? Available 

for Apple. 
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Social Success: It is an interactive social skill tutorial for adolescents and adults 

with developmental disabilities, including autism. It covers 50 social skills in an 

easy-to-navigate interface, so students can work independently or in self-directed 

groups. Each of the 50 skills at the right has five activities: Intro, Self-Talk, Steps, 

Movie, and Problem Solving. Available for Apple and Android. 
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GLUTEN FREE & CASEIN FREE (GFCF) PRODUCT OUTLETS 

 Central /South Delhi 

Anand General Store  

63A, Khan Market  

New Delhi -03  

Ph No- 011-24626517/09971974672 

 

Anmolpreet Food Products  

1666 A, B1 Vasant Kunj,  

New Delhi.  

Ph No- +91971869291, 9873658317  

 

Chocolate Temptations  

Near Gurdawara Escalator  

Moti Bagh  

New Delhi  

Ph No- 9871119902/9818135735 

 

Godrej Nature’s Basket  
6, Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar,   

New Delhi, 110057  

Ph No- 011 4057 1919  

 

Le Marche  

Khan market  

New Delhi -03  

Ph No- 24640741  

 

Le Marche  
58,Basant Lok,Vasant Vihar  

New Delhi-57  

Ph No-011-41669111 

 

Mallik Brothers  
44,Defence Colony Market  

New Delhi-110024  

Ph No-011-24333602/24333735 

 

Modern Bazar  
18-B,Basant Lok,Vasant Vihar  

New Delhi-110057  

Ph No- 011 4166 977 
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The Roots 

25, Adhchini,  

Near Mother’s International School 
New Delhi- 110017  

Ph No- 9811019811/ 011 41025191  

 

The TASTE  
33, Defence Colony Market  

New Delhi-110024  

Ph No- 011 2433 1900 

 

Whole Foods Outlet  
47, Capital Trust House, Community Centre, 

New Friends Colony 

Ph No: 9810269309 

 East Delhi 
 

All Needs The Super Market  

7, New Rajdhani Enclave,  

Vikas Marg,  

Ph No- 011 42427244  

East Delhi-110092  

 

Sanskriti  
452/1, Jheel, Laxmi Nagar,  

Delhi 110051  

 &  

Shipra sun city, Indra puram  

Ph No- 9871124465  

www.glutenfreeindia.com  

 

 North & West   
 
Annapurna Organic Food Store 

Shop No.16,, B2, DDA Market  

Paschim Vihar  

New Delhi-110063 

 

Gayway –Bakes & Confectioners  

H-42, Main Market ,Rajouri Garden,  

New Delhi-110027  

Ph No- 011 2510 5036 

 

Healthy Foods  
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Shop No. 27/13, Nangia Park Chowk, Block 27,  

Shakti Nagar,  

New Delhi, DL 110007  

Ph No- 011 6517 4405 

 

Organic & Healthy Food store 

ND-7, Pitampura, Near D.A.V, School 

Mob: 9811766855, 9716108281 

Email: organictree@rediffmail.com 

 

Yummy 

B1/41, Paschim Vihar  

New Delhi-110 

 

 Delhi & NCR:  
 

Honey Money Top  

B-3, S L Tower, ALFA 1
st
  

Greater Noida, New Delhi.  

Ph No: 95120-2326203/ 2326108  

Store 18  
K 2, Somdatt Tower, Sector 18,  

Noida,  

Uttar Pradesh 201301  

Phone: 0124 251 6931  

 
Nature Basket Outlets (Godrej) 
Delhi & NCR 
 
Order Online at: www.healthcart.com 

LIST OF AUTISM CENTERS IN DELHI & NCR 

  

 

 

Please note: The above list is only meant as an information guide 

enlisting the Therapy Centres in Delhi & NCR. We DO NOT, however 

endorse/vouch for any centre other than CCAW. 
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 NORTH DELHI 

Abhyaas Learning Centre  

B-270 Derawala Nagar, Near Malwa Taxi Stand, 

Main Road, Derawal Nagar, Delhi – 110009 

Ph No-(91)-11-66430854 

 

Society For Child Development - Prabhaat School 

Pilli Kothi Community Center, 

Behind Roshanara Club, 

Shakti Nagar, New Delhi, Delhi – 110007 

 

Pahal 

A-1/94, Keshav puram 

New Delhi 

 

 CENTRAL DELHI 

 

Child Guidance Clinic 

Mandir Marg,  

Near St. Thomas School 

NewDelhi-110001 

Tel: 3311675  

 

   

The Enabling Center 

Lady Irwin College, Sikandra Road, 

New Delhi-110001 

Phone: 23274411 

 

 WEST DELHI 

 

Ashish Center 

AFDA Charitable Trust 

Plot Number 26B, Sulahkul Vihar,   

 Dwarka, New Delhi - 110078 

Tel - 011-65029394/5 

Email - mail@ashishindia.org  

tel:+911166430854
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Child Development Clinic  

20/1, Old Rajinder Nagar,  

New Delhi, 110060,  

Ph- 09811244200  

Dew Drops Learning Solutions  

Paschim Vihar – A- 1/112,  

Near Lal Bagh Market 

Inspiration Centre  

AG1-123D, Vikas Puri,  

New Delhi, 110018  

Ph No- 011-25412463 

 

Sensitivity Early Intervention 
423, Basement,  

Bhera Enclave,  

Paschim Vihar, Delhi - 110063  

Ph No. +(91)-11-66737328 

 

Sanjivani- A ray of Hope 
G-29, Basement, Pushkar Enclave 

Behind Mc. Donalds  

Paschim Vihar  

New Delhi-110063 

 

The Cherry Blossoms 
C-927, Palam Extn, Near Ramphal Chowk,  

Sec-7, Dwarka, New Delhi-75 

Contact:011-64700544, 9958824784,  

Website:www.thecherryblossoms.org 

Email:thecherryblossomz@gmail.com  

 

 

 SOUTH DELHI 
 

Action for Autism  
Pocket 7 & 8, Pocket 5, 

Jasola Vihar,  

New Delhi, DL 110025 

Ph- 011 4054 0991 

Behaviour Momentum India (BM1)  

138/16 Saidulajab extention ,  

Anupam garden, Sainik Farms,  

New Delhi-110030 

tel:+911166737328
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Centre for Child and Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW)  
R-92, Basement, Greater Kailash Part 1,  

New Delhi, 1100048  

Ph No- 011-41733340, 9953309156  

www.childpsychiatryindia.com  

Other branches 

o E-229, Basement, greater Kailash Part 2  

New Delhi, 1100048  

Ph No- 011-41733341 

 

o E-577, Basement, greater Kailash Part 2 

New Delhi, 1100048  

Ph No- 011-41733343 

 

Children’s First  

A 2/35, Safdarjung Enclave,  

New Delhi-110029 

Ph No- 011-46084844/42  

www.childrenfirstindia.com  

Dew Drops Therapy Centre 

B-122 Malviya Nagar,  

New Delhi-110017, India   

Four Steps  

B- 35, Kailash Colony,  

New Delhi-110048.  

Phone No- 011 29245609 / 29245628 

E-Mail : foursteps@sify.com  

http://www.childpsychiatryindia.com/
http://www.childrenfirstindia.com/
mailto:foursteps@sify.com
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Institute for Child Development (ICD)  

C-27, LGF, Malviya Nagar  

New Delhi 110017 

 

Milestones 

40/220, Basement, CR Park 

New Delhi 

hope.milestones@gmail.com 

 

Modern School Of Special Education Center  

 Kasturba Niketan, Lajpat Nagar 2,  

Delhi- 110024   

 

Navyoti Trust For Center For Educable Mentally Handicapped Children  

117, Sector-A,  

Vasant Kunj,  

New Delhi-110070   

 

Potentials Therapy Center  

A- 38 New Friends Colony  

New Delhi-110065  

Ph- 9811798060 

 

Shakti 4 Kids  

Flat No- 3390, Sec A, Pocket B,  

Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 110070  

Ph No- 01164998048, +919911338017 

 

Spastic Society Of North India  

2 Balbeer Sexena Marg,  

Hauz Khas,  

New Delhi-110016  
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Sparsh  

60, RPS Flats, Sheikh Sarai Phase-1,  

New Delhi-110017,  

093 12 170838 

 

Speech And Language Therapy  

Red Apartment, Jamia Nagar,  

Near Holy Family Hospital   

Delhi- 110025   

sapna_tariq@yahoo.co.in  

 

The Educare Charitable Trust  

M - 2, Hauz Khas  

New Delhi-110016  

E-mail: sunitasodhi@hotmail.com  

 

Tamanna Association  

D-6 Vasant Vihar,  

New Delhi 110057  

Ph No- 011- 26143853 

 

Udaan For The Disabled  

C/27-28 Dayanand Colony  

Lajpat  Nagar - 4,  

New Delhi 110024 

 

Vimhans (Vidya Sagar Institute Of Mental Health And Neuro Sciences)  

No 1, Institutional Area, Nehru Nagar  

New Delhi-110065  

Phone: 26310510, 26310520  

E-mail: vimhans@vsnl.com  

 

• Delhi & NCR 

 

Aadhar  

Center for Special Education 

A373, Sec- 31, Noida, Uttar Pradesh 

BMI Noida  

mailto:sapna_tariq@yahoo.co.in
mailto:sunitasodhi@hotmail.com
mailto:vimhans@vsnl.com
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H 41, Sector 51, 

Noida, UP 

 

Dew Drops Learning Solutions  

Gurgaon- K-3/15, DLF phase 2  

Gurgaon, Haryana 

 

Learning Centre for Autism  

Plot No. 266, Basement, 

Sector-27 Gurgaon  

Ph No- +91-124-2392266, +91 99587 21300 

Emails : info@autismcenter.in, admin@autismcenter.in 

Website : www.autismcenter.in  

 

Soch India  

SOCH House No. 7517 (Basement), 

DLF Phase 4, Near Richmond Park, 

Off Supermart Gurgaon (Haryana).  

Ph No- +91-9810887523, +91-9818112646 

Email ID: msamnani77@gmail.com  

 

Umeed Welfare Foundation  

Oak Wood- 18, Malibu Towne, Gurgaon Sohna Road,  

Sector -47, Gurgaon: 122018, Haryana  

Ph No- +919999987226,+919999998896, +919540102376  

Email id: umeedcenter@gmail.com  

 

UrjaChild Disability Clinic 

SCO 5M/18,  

Opposite street of K.L Mehta Dayanand College for Women,  

NIT 5, Faridabad, Haryana – 121001 

Ph No. 07838849147 

Email id: care@urjachild.com 

 

Well being Special School  

218, Gyan Khand, Indrapuram,  

Ghaziabad  

Ph No- 919811958619 

 

mailto:umeedcenter@gmail.com
mailto:care@urjachild.com
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About  Centre For Child & Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW)  

Centre for Child & Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW), New Delhi is one of 

the few unique multispecialty center in India which provides specialist/ 

specialized health care for children, adolescents, and young people with 

emotional, behavioral, neurodevelopment and educational problems in a 

child friendly environment through a multidisciplinary team approach. 

Multispecialty centre with specialists and professionals under one roof for 

well integrated services. 

Trained, experienced professionals from various hospitals, schools and 

organizations working exclusively with children and adolescents since 

many years. 

Child and adolescent friendly setup with "multimodal holistic” approach 

to deal with children, adolescents and young people. 

An exclusive multispecialty centre dedicated for emotional, social and 

psychological needs of children, adolescent, young people, parents and 

families. 

A multidisciplinary setup committed for children and adolescents with 

ASD and related disorders providing services at primary, secondary and 

tertiary levels. 

We undertake research work to further our understanding of child and 

adolescent mental health. We organize workshops for parents, children 

and professionals to spread awareness as well as train them in this field. 
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SERVICES AVAILABLE AT CCAW 

Bio Medical Intervention  

o Specialised Diet (GFCF and others), Nutritional supplements (Omega 3 fatty 

acid and others) and advanced biomedical testing 

o MB12 Injections- is one of the treatments for children with Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD). One of the many tasks MB12 does is to raise the levels of 

Glutathione; Glutathione is the substance the body uses to detoxify itself and has 

been shown to be consistently low in children with ASD 

o Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) - involves inhaling 100% oxygen at 

greater than one Atmospheric  Absolute (ATA) in a pressurized chamber. It is 

helpful in children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and other indications.  

 

Captain’s Log’s Mind Power Builder 

It is a computer gaming software that specially work on exercising the brain. 

Different games train different abilities or skills. 

 

Early Intervention Services (EIS)  
This is available for children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) who are 

below the age of 5years with a purpose to integrate them into playschool/ 

integrated/inclusive school set-up.  

 

Occupational Therapy 
It provides intervention which will help you regain function, maintain level of 

functioning, or make accommodations for any deficits you may be experiencing.  

 

o Brain Gym- It focuses on the performance of specific physical activities that 

activate the brain for optimal storage and retrieval of information.  

 

o Sensory Integration -is the neurological process that organizes sensation from 

one's own body and the environment, thus making it possible to use the body 

effectively within the environment. 

 

Online (web) Counselling 
This service is for clients based outside Delhi and India who might find it difficult to 

come to the centre. 

 

Parenting Services 

We conduct parenting classes consisting of Common sense parenting (USA) and 

Reproductive Health Care (UNICEF). This service addresses everyday challenges 

parents face with their children. 
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Pharmcotherapy (medication) for emotional, behavioral and psychiatric disorders 

in children, adolescent and young people. 

Play Attention 

Concentration enhancement computer games to improve attention, concentration 

and short term  memory for children with Attention Deficit Hyperactive  Disorder 

(ADHD).  

Psychological Assessments  

It is a formal assessment conducted using tools like,  psychological tests, 

questionnaire, rating scales and  interviews. It contributes to the understanding of an 

individual's  behavior, capabilities and personality.  

Psychological Therapies 

In psychotherapy, psychologists apply scientifically validated procedures to help 

people develop healthier, more effective habits. There are several approaches  of  

psychotherapy  followed at  CCAW 

o Arts Based Therapy (ABT)- is the clinical and evidence based use of art forms     

(music, drama, and visual arts) to accomplish goals within a therapeutic 

relationship. 

o Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR)- is a FDA (USA) 

recommended trauma-based  therapy effective in Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder (PTSD), anxiety and depression related to any  psychological 

trauma. 

o Feuerstein Instrumental Enrichment (FIE) - is a cognitive intervention/brain 

development program. FIE is used as a remediation program for individuals 

with special needs. For higher functioning learners,  IE is a tool of cognitive 

enrichment. 

o Guidance and Counselling for children, adolescents and families. 

o Group Therap 

o Social Skills Training 
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Special Education 
It is a process that involves individually planned and  systematically monitored 

arrangement of teaching  procedures, adapted equipment and materials, and other 

interventions designed to help learners with special needs. 

Speech and Language Therapy 

It is concerned with the management of disorders of speech, language and 

communication in children. 

Training Program & Workshops  

o Confidence Building workshops for children and  adolescents.  

o 'It's Complicated'- workshop for teenagers on relationship and sex. 

o 'My Body is Mine' – prevention of Child Sexual Abuse 

o 'Nurturing minds'- Skill training for parents of children with ADHD and  

          Asperger’s Syndrome 

o Parent Empowerment Program (PEP)- for parents of  children with Autism  

          Spectrum Disorder. 

o Psycho-education for parents about various mental 

o Responsible Childcare Parenting Classes 

o 'The Birds & The Bees'- training parents on how to give sex education to  

           their child/teenager. 

For Professionals, Institutions & Schools  

o 'Full of beans'- A holistic school program for awareness and management of  

          Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). 

o ‘Hum Sath Sath Hain’- A Autism  awareness community program for play  

           schools 

o Responsible Childcare (Certified by Love Humanity USA) – Train the  

          facilitator course. 

 

o Sexuality & Mental Health 

 

o 'The Birds & The Bees'- training teachers/school counselors on how to give  

 sex education to children. 

o Working with CAMHS- Basic skills training CAMHS 
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                            Child & Adolescent Psychiatrist 
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Clinical Psychologists                                      
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Ms. Sonia Puar  

 

Psychologists 

Ms. Akshita Dutta  

Ms. Shambhavi Singh 

 

Associate Psychologists 

Ms. Shreya Tandon  

Ms. Devika Passi 

Ms. Kritika Mehta 

 

Special Educators 

Ms. Indu Chaswal                               

Mr. Dhiraj Bhasin  

Ms. Harshita Sinha                               

Ms. Alpana Kumari  

Ms. Swar Saidha                 

 Ms. Simi Joshi                 

 Ms. Anita 

Ms. Moksha Sharma 

Ms. Gunjan 

Ms. Mariam 

Mr. Deep Chandra Tiwari 

 

Child & Adolescent Psychologists 

Ms. Bhavana Goel  

Ms. Tripti Choudhary  

 

Occupational Therapists &  

Sensory Integration Team 

Dr. Shikha Sawhney  

Dr. Arpan Kumar 

Dr. Shweta Lal  

Dr. Inam Uddin 

Dr. Arya 

Dr. Saket  

 

Speech & Language Therapists 

Mr. Kumar Gaurav  

Mr. Rajeev Ranjan  

Mr. Kapil Sahu  

Mr. Prabhakar 

 

Parenting Coach 

Dr. Shilpa Gupta 

 

Nutritionist 

Ms. Himanshu Kapoor  

 

 
Administrative & Support Staff 

Manager- Mr. M M Bhardwaj  

Front Desk Officers - Mr. Omkar Mishra, Mr. Arun Mishra, Mr. Manish, Mr. Salman 

HBOT Staff- Mr. Ram Bilash Roy 
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Centre for Child & Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW) 

R-92 , Greater Kailash-I 

New Delhi-110048 

011-41733340, 09953309156 

 
Other Branch 

E-229, Greater Kailash-II 

New Delhi-110048 

011-41733341, 09953309188 

                             

                              Website: www.childpsychiatryindia.com 

Email: ccaw.delhi@gmail.com 

 

“The future of your child is  
                                   what you care to make it…” 

                                                                              Pt. Jawahar lal Nehru  

 

E-577, Greater Kailash-II 

New Delhi- 110048 

011-41733343 


	AUTISM & BEYOND
	I cannot change the direction of the wind.
	But I can adjust the sails to reach my destination. - Jimmy Dean
	The winds of change in our lives will bring adolescence and adulthood. We cannot change that but we can prepare ourselves and our kids for the same.
	Adolescence brings with it new dimensions of life and therefore can be difficult for all; but for parents of children with ASD it can be more challenging. On one hand they are concerned about protecting their children from insecure environments and on...
	Autism and Beyond - Series Two is not “just another book on autism”. It brings together many aspects of growing up that are voices and perspectives of adults with autism, their families and professionals.
	The book addresses the needs and offers strategies for persons with autism of all ability levels; it provides very practical and sensitive insights that can create positive and healthy support systems for the young adults as well as their families. Th...
	Wishing one and all a very Happy World Autism Awareness Month!
	Ms. Indu Chaswal
	Autism Expert
	Special Educator
	ANOTHER MILESTONE - I am Growing up! The Journey into Adolescence and Adulthood
	Ms. Indu Chaswal, Autism Expert & Special Educator
	Sexuality Perspective
	Sexuality is an integral part of our personality. It is a basic need and is also an aspect of being human that cannot be separated from other aspects of human life. Sexual awareness and sexual feelings are normal, and there are many ways of expressing...
	As they move into their teens, persons with ASD will experience a range of changes. These include the ones that are within their bodies (hormonal, neuro chemical etc), in their emotions and also in the responses and feedback that they receive from t...
	They grow pubic and underarm hair. Boys slowly turn into men and the man's voice will change. A young woman will begin to menstruate; will need to wear different underclothes. The most unique and intriguing change lies in the arousals and feeling unus...
	The behaviors that are triggered out of these changes are very often stopped with strict regimentation from family. While the other neurotypical peers sail through these experiences by reading, social osmosis, interacting with peers; people with ASD m...
	In our Autism and Beyond Series 1 we discussed various aspects of Growing up that included concerns and teaching strategies related to the same. In this second series we are further offering a framework for parents to understand the sexuality of their...
	The Concepts for Teaching
	 Modesty
	o A neighbor walking in the park.
	Public Space – 5 to 6 feet; brief eye contact. Social Space – 1 to 3 feet; no physical contact. Personal Space – less than a foot; handshake.
	o Wishing mama Happy Birthday
	Public Space – 5 to 6 feet; brief eye contact. Intimate Space – body contact; hug
	 Masturbation
	Masturbation is a normal sexual behavior which many people find to be a useful outlet for sexual feelings. It is a behavior that may not be taught if there are no signals of arousals and needs. However, if it happens it must be contained.
	People should not be discouraged from it but should be supported to understand the difference between public and private space and that masturbation should be done in private.
	If it takes place in a public space, care must be taken to ensure individuals know it is the space, not the behavior, which is inappropriate.  How to troubleshoot problems about Masturbation
	 Menstruation
	Typical teenagers become aware of menstruation long before their first period through commercials on television, discussions with their peers, observing their mother or older sister, and so forth. A girl with ASD may require more opportunities to prac...
	Guidelines for Instruction and Intervention
	Teach the girl about periods long before you anticipate the first one occurring. Learning words and concepts may take time, so begin early to introduce them to her. Even when she is younger you can teach words and concepts such as “clean,” “dirty,” “w...
	Develop a management plan that includes the following components:
	o A list of concepts/vocabulary (in the form of signals, symbols, signs, or
	pictures, etc.)
	o An inventory of supplies that will need to be available at school and at home,
	o A routine script for changing the pad  through a visual book .
	o Appropriate modifications of the instructional day if she is having
	problems
	o A protocol for communication between home and school about any concerns,
	successes, etc
	o Let her wear the sanitary pad for specific lengths of time on a daily basis.
	o Try out different pads and select one that is most comfortable for your
	daughter
	o Practice changing the pad regularly.
	o Stay matter-of-fact when teaching menstruation management
	o Make sure she understands that the hygiene routine.
	 Good and Bad Touch
	It may need a lot of patience and thinking when teaching these concepts. The concepts vary from person to person and situation to situation. For example a mother helping a teenage daughter to adjust her dress is not a bad touch but a stranger (man or ...
	Moreover, the entire thing is very socio-cultural specific. The best way is to teach through Standard RULES –
	o My body is precious.
	o I touch it in private.
	o I always keep it covered in public
	o Sometimes I need help in keeping it clean or when my body is hurting.
	o Only my parents can help him.
	o A doctor may touch only when my mother or father are there.
	o My teacher, OT, Speech Therapist or anybody else will not take me inside a closed room alone.
	o When someone wants to see me naked or makes me naked it is WRONG.
	o When someone touches my private parts or kisses me it is wrong.
	o I can shout, say no, call loud- help help.
	o I can share this with mama and papa.
	Activities for instruction
	o Role-play.
	o Use anatomically correct figures and point to and name the body parts,
	including the breasts and genitals.
	o Name the places on the body that can only be touched in private
	o Name people who can see the person naked and when.
	o Teach the concepts near, far by acting out moving from near to far, placing objects at near and far distances, and discussing locations of favorite objects and people as being near or far.
	o Use power point presentations, you tube videos
	 Language
	Meaning of words like teenage, menstrual cycle (periods), cramps, clean, soiled, sanitary napkin, ejaculation, stress, dating, alone, private, hygiene, calendar , far , near, safe, unsafe, strangers etc, should be used while speaking/teaching such con...
	 Attractions and Infatuations
	When a teenager or an adult develops and shows interest in having a partner it is something to be happy and not panic about. Provide the person with the correct information. About mutual and informed consent (explained below), social space, myths rela...
	Organize get togethers having known and understanding peers. This will give a platform for learning and also getting comfortable around other male and female peers. Sometimes social mixing just gets them out of attractions and infatuations.
	Provide magazines, picture books to see in private.
	 The Sexual Activity
	This section deals with suggestions only for those individuals who are ready for it. Even very able ones often have sensory issues that come in the way of a successful physical relationship. The concept of consent has to be taught. “Informed consent” ...
	o A person must be able to communicate to another person a “no”
	o Ability to make a choice out of many
	o A person must have self regulation and be able to decide when, where and respect others perspective.
	Matters related to sexual diseases, birth control, and sexual behavior management is difficult to explain to a young person, or an adult, who struggles with understanding concepts. Therefore do not open windows unnecessarily.
	 Unresolved Sexual Issues leading to behavioral problems
	As mentioned earlier teens with ASD may not understand their sexuality and become very uncomfortable with bodily and other pubertal changes. Further if the social environment imposes regimentations, does not proved positive intervention in guiding the...
	o Meltdowns and aggression involve self injurious behavior as well as physically harming others
	o Non compliance
	o Sensory difficulties arising due to physical activities going down, hair growth, stiffening of muscles etc.
	o Withdrawal/ isolation
	o Anxiety, sometimes depression and obsessive behaviors can be co-morbid conditions during teenage and adulthood.
	What to do
	o Talk about growing up. Work on disclosure- the person needs to know that he / she is different and it is OK to be different. The name of the difference can be labeled autistic and talk about other labels old, young, tall, short, fair, dark, having e...
	o Go positive!
	o Punishment does not teach new behavior to a person with ASD!
	o Be predictable. Give time and cues for transition.
	o NEVER give up on the person.
	What not to do
	o Angry words can have adverse effects
	o Physical punishment is very harmful emotionally, unethical and signals wrong modeling.
	o Threatening postures/gestures/facial expressions can be confusing for the autistic adult.
	o Punishment without instruction in how to behave in new ways has no value. Tell the person what to do versus what not to do.
	o Trying to pacify the child by verbal overload aggravates the condition.
	o Reprimands or Verbal battles are useless and futile.
	 Marriage
	Marriage is a physical, emotional, social and natural union between a man and woman.
	Marriage as seen in the society
	o It is considered to be an important milestone in one’s life, especially in the Indian social scenario.
	o It is a social system linked with adulthood, independence and parenthood.
	o It is thought to lead to independence, realization of adult role, responsibilities and also security.
	Important factors for marriage
	o Does the individual want to or really understands the concept of marriage
	o Intellectual, emotional and physical maturity.
	o Ability to support a family.
	o Sexual compatibility.
	o The essence of marriage is companionship.
	o Can he/she carry out responsibilities of daily living?
	o Adjust to new partner and family.
	o Consent to marry by both partners
	Guidance and support for the individual and the family
	A family needs to know that marriage does not give social security. It is an obsolete myth. It is better to make the individual independent in living skills to be able to manage self or set up a Trust to rely upon. Another myth that prevails in our so...
	One important thing to remember is that we are not referring to High Functioning individuals as those who are highly VERBAL, good in academics. Even people who are non verbal, functionally able and have a better social cognition can be considered for ...
	o Perspective taking- understanding emotions, desires of others.
	o About the functioning of bodies.
	o Teach about mutual consent
	o Understanding different means of sexual pleasure.
	o Safe sex
	o Child birth
	o Birth control – it may be a permanent choice
	o And of course an occupation for self esteem and to support the partner.
	For a very long time, the issue of sex education for young people, particularly in the Asian region has remained a taboo. Although sexuality is a natural instinct many parents and cultures shy away at discussing sex with their adolescent children beca...
	‘TIME FOR FUN’-Importance of Recreational Skills
	Group activities enhance social skills, and the overall wellness a client feels from the recreation therapy sessions often improves mood and balances emotions.
	The cognitive approach helps clients apply leisure skills to their daily lives and really examine the activity and determine if it is healthy or if there is a better option.
	For teaching independent leisure skills
	o It is important to structure your child’s day after school and to teach him/her ways to develop independent leisure skills.
	o Independent leisure skills are activities that your child can default to whenever he or she has down time. Puzzle books are a good choice, or reading a book or drawing in a notebook. These activities are compact, and can be taken anywhere. Your chil...
	o To start teaching independent leisure skills, create a schedule and teach your child how to use it.
	o Offer a rotating list of activities, homework, exercise and chores with breaks interspersed throughout, and review it together with your child daily until he/she is familiar with it.
	o Gradually fade out your verbal prompts until he/she is able to complete the schedule independently.
	o You may decide to offer a choice of activities to build up self-determination skills (“Do you want to paint a picture OR work on a crossword puzzle?”).
	o Fun, Constructive Activities
	o Seek activities that provide a model to follow such as a photo or list of steps. For example, completing a Lego set, sticker books, crossword books, and puzzles have easy-to-follow steps to completion.
	o Crossword puzzles, word searches or “I Spy” picture puzzles are good because they have a set list of items or words to find.
	o Cooking and baking are good choices for an activity, since step-by-step directions are built into the recipe.
	o Young children can help you complete a recipe with stirring, pouring in premeasured ingredients, or decorating a cake or cookies.
	o For older children, recipes help with math skills, fine motor skills, and life skills.
	o Drumming, playing Casio or any other musical instrument.
	o Household chores are just as important for independent living. To start, choose chores that your child can be successful at right away. Having a sense of accomplishment at the very beginning boosts his/her self-esteem. Add to the chore list slowly, ...
	o Make sure to give chores that are age appropriate.
	o There are many games that help kids with autism work on social skills along with fine motor skills, learning numbers and colors, or taking turns.
	o Computer games can work on not only school-related skills but also social and life skill.
	o Sign your child up to participate in afterschool sports or a community sports league.
	o Get your child a gym membership and enrol him/her in classes offered that you think your child would enjoy.
	o If you have a Wifi or Xbox console, there are age-appropriate dance games and sports.
	o Get exercise videos or DVDs from the library. Incorporate time for independent exercise at home or at the gym into your child’s schedule.
	Other Recreation Activities for Adolescents:
	o Solitary activities
	o Magazine, books, newspaper
	o Drawing, painting
	o Music/radio
	o I pad
	o Computer
	o Group activities
	o Card games-matching colours, shapes
	o Board games
	o Dominos
	o Music
	o Dance gardening
	o Swimming
	o Cooking/baking
	o Needle work-beading, lacing
	o Sports like skating, tennis, badminton
	‘MORE THAN WORDS’- Communicate with an Adolescent
	Mr. Kumar Gaurav- Speech & Language Therapist
	Often parents and caretakers of children with ASD feel that they are unable to communicate efficiently with their child. It may appear that the child has not heard what is said to him, even fail to respond to their name. The use of everyday opportunit...
	The children with ASD may use some of the following to communicate with others:
	o using signs
	o using single words
	o using telegraphic sentences
	o taking the adults hand to the object they desire
	o looking at the object they desire, reaching
	o using pictures and
	o echolalia or repeating the words just spoken to him.
	Echolalia is the repetition of other people's words and is a common feature of the child with ASD. Initially when the child uses echolalia it is likely that they are repeating words that they do not understand and are doing so with no communicative in...
	Being successful in communicating with the child with ASD, does not only involve an understanding of how they communicate but also requires an understanding of why they communicate. In understanding the purpose of the child's communication you can hel...
	There are two main different types of communication:
	o Pre-intentional Communication: This is when the child says or does things without intending them to affect those around them. This type of communication can be used by the child to calm them down, or gain focus on particular activity.
	o Intentional Communication: This is when the child says or does things with the purpose of sending a message to another person. This type of communication can be used to protest about what they are being asked to do and to make requests. Intentional ...
	The Four Different Stages of Communication
	o Stage One - The Own Agenda Stage
	A child at this stage of communication will appear uninterested in the people around them and will tend to play alone. Their communication will be mainly pre-intentional. The majority of children first diagnosed with ASD are at this stage.
	o Stage Two - The Requester Stage
	At this stage the child has begun to realise that their actions have an affect on other people. They are likely to communicate their wants and what they enjoy to adults, by pulling them towards objects, areas or games.
	o Stage Three - The Early Communicator Stage
	At this stage the child's interactions will begin to increase in length and become more intentional. The child may also begin to echo some of the things that they hear to communicate their needs. Gradually the child will begin to point to things that ...
	o Stage Four - The Partner Stage
	When the child reaches this stage they have reached an advanced level of effective communication. The child will be using speech to talk and will be able to carry out a simple conversation. While the child may appear confident and capable when using c...
	Ways that Adults Can Improve the Communication of a Child with ASD
	o Slow down the pace and give the child a chance to communicate:  There is often the temptation to rush the child when they are performing daily tasks such as eating breakfast and getting dressed. A child with ASD will benefit from an extra few minute...
	o When playing with the child take on the role of a partner rather than a leader
	As the child becomes more capable at communicating, they need less direction - if they are given too many questions and suggestions it can become difficult for them to initiate their own conversations. It is important to follow the child's lead and re...
	o Present the child with feedback
	It is important to reward the child when they attempt to understand and communicate. By doing this you can increase the likelihood that they will try and do it again.
	o Giving the child with ASD a reason to communicate
	If the child with ASD has no difficulty getting what they want, they will have no reason to communicate and interact. Therefore, on many occasions the adult will need to modify a situation in order to create a communicative opportunity for the child a...
	o Encouraging requests
	This can be achieved by placing the child's favorite toy/food/video in a place where the child can see it but is unable to reach it, for example, a high shelf, in a container, which the child finds difficult to open. This will encourage the child to a...
	o Give the child a toy that is 'high interest' Balloons and bubbles are high interest toys and can be easily adapted to involve two people. Simple games such as blowing up a balloon and then letting it go so that it flies up in the air may appeal to t...
	A similar thing can be achieved with bubbles - blow a few bubbles towards the child, once their attention has been captured, close the container and wait for a response from them before you blow any more.
	o Give things to the child gradually
	If the child is given everything that they want they will have no reason to ask the adult for anything else. For example, if the child wants a biscuit, break it into small pieces, initially give them one piece and then gradually given them more once t...
	o Let the child decide when to end an activity
	Once the child is engaged in an activity with the adult, carry on with that activity until the child indicates that they have had enough. Look out for facial grimaces or the child pushing away the activity. This way, the child is forced to communicate...
	o Increasing interaction by following the child's lead
	Following the child's lead rather than directing them will enable them to learn to communicate while they do things with another person, hence increasing their interaction. The child that leads is more likely to pay attention to the activity, more lik...
	When following the child's lead it is beneficial to be in a position where the adult is face-to-face with the child, this way the adult can easily observe what it is that the child is interested in.
	It will also help the child to make eye contact - something that can often be difficult for the child with an ASD.   Being level with the child will also ensure that they are in a position to see the variety of facial expressions that are used in comm...
	It is hoped that the child will eventually become used to the adult playing with them at their level and begin to anticipate their presence, fetching them if they are not there.
	o Imitating the child's actions and words will help the child become involved in two-way interactions.
	If the child bangs the spoon on the table, and the adult does the same, it is likely that the child will pay attention to the adult. This idea can also be used with sounds that the child makes or with the child's sensory behaviours, for example, hand ...
	Once the child has established that the adult is imitating her actions, they may begin to imitate back. This creates the opportunity for the adult to add something new to the exchange for the child to duplicate.
	When the child with ASD is disinterested in playing with any of the toys presented, or prefers to line toys up rather then play with them, there are still communication and interaction opportunities available.
	For example, if the child is lining up their cars in a row, the adult can join in the activity by handing the child the cars one by one. This way, the adult plays a part in the game and the child has to include them in what they are doing. If the chil...
	Using Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) supports
	AAC describes any form of language other than speech that assists a child in social-communicative interactions. There is a large range of AAC devices are available for children who have no speech.
	The use of AAC devices for children with ASD can be particularly helpful.   Those children with ASD who have no spoken language often resort to challenging behaviors to meet their needs and feelings. The use of an AAC device can give them a primary me...
	Different types of AAC devices that are suitable for the child with ASD include:
	1. Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)
	2. Sign Language
	3. Interactive Communication Boards
	4. Communication Cue Cards
	5. Conversation Books
	6. Voice Output Communication Aids
	Picture Exchange Communication System: The Picture Exchange Communication System or PECS approach is a modified applied behavior analysis program designed for early nonverbal symbolic communication training. It is not a program designed to teach speec...
	Sign Language: There are several difference sign language systems, for example, American Sign Language (ASL), British Sign Language (BSL),  and Makaton . When using sign language with a child with an ASD, it can be beneficial to use a total communicat...
	Interactive Communication Boards: Interactive Communication Boards contain visual symbols organised by topic. They can be created in different sizes and formats depending on the activity and environment that they are needed for. They can be both porta...
	Cue Cards: Cue cards are primarily used with verbal children. They are used to remind the child what to say and to provide them with an alternative means to communication. They can contain one or more messages in pictorial or written form and can repl...
	Voice Output Communication Aids: Speech output devices give non-verbal children a 'voice'. There are a wide range of devices available including simpler ones for people who do not understand visual symbols. In order to use these devices, the child wil...
	How People with Autism Want You to Communicate With Them (Tips)
	1. If we misunderstand something that you say, please be patient and expand on what you said and explain what you meant. Don’t assume a negative or hostile intent from us if we misunderstand something that you said. Keep in mind that communication can...
	2. Please don’t get offended by our communication style. We tend to be frank, honest and matter of fact. Some people may interpret this as blunt or rude. We don’t intend to offend you by not sugar coating the things that we say. We don’t intend to be ...
	3. Please don’t expect eye contact. We may be able to force eye contact, but it is not comfortable for us. Making eye contact takes a conscious effort. This effort may take away from listening and understanding what you are saying. I tend to look at a...
	4. Please keep in mind that we most likely have been rejected, excluded, ridiculed or bullied in the past. If we seem anxious or insecure this may be due to living in a world that misunderstands us and is often hostile to us. We have to work hard to r...
	5. Please don’t speak down to us. Treat us as equals. We may sound flat or have an unusual tone to our voice. We may not speak with our voice at all. We may need to type our words. Please be patient with us. It may take us a while to formulate our ans...
	6. Please don’t talk too loudly or yell at us. It is very jarring to us. It makes me jump when someone comes up to me and talks too loudly. It is like having someone jump out in the dark yelling “BOO!” at me. It causes an adrenalin dump in my body. I ...
	7. Please do NOT touch us without warning. It will make us jump. We don’t like unexpected touches.
	8. Please don’t assume that we lack empathy or emotion. We pick up on negative or judgmental attitudes. We know when people look down on us or are hostile to us. We will shut down if you show us a lack of respect.Please keep in mind that we are all di...
	SPECIAL CHALLENGES FOR A SPECIAL TIME: Teenagers and Sensory Issues Dr. Shikha Sawhney (Kapoor), Occupational Therapist & Sensory Integration Expert
	It came all quiet, like the nascent evening.
	It came to me like a silent thought.
	It stayed all along with or without my shadow
	And left all its footprints on my heart.
	Thus came my adolescence…
	Sensory processing is what most adolescents with autism spectrum disorder felt, as the most frustrating area they struggled with as children, and this impacted every aspect of their lives-relationships, communication, self awareness, safety, learning ...
	However many sensory issues in adolescents usually disappears or has decreased after Sensory Integration Therapy in childhood. So they are left with what are called SCRAMBLED SENSORY PROBLEMS.
	Adolescents with ASD show an atypical sensory profile. This profile consists of low sensation seeking and high sensation avoidance behaviors.
	Let us first discuss here, the challenges that come with the growing up process. One common complaint we hear from parents is that their teens' autism is getting worse. But that may be a misunderstanding.
	"The teens are not getting more noncompliant because their autism is getting worse. It's because they're teenagers". Like all teens, they may want more independence. Parents can help in this. "If your child needs schedules, for example, give him more...
	Autism is a broad spectrum, and adolescence will affect each child differently. If recent studies are an indication, parents generally can expect some of the following along their child's road to adulthood:
	o Behavioral improvements across the spectrum. Teens with autism have less
	hyperactivity and irritability, and fewer repetitive behaviors (such as lining      things up) and maladaptive (dysfunctional) behaviors, than children with autism.
	o Improvements in daily living skills – such as getting dressed, making a      sandwich etc.
	o Sensory issues transform into behavior patterns.
	Of course, adolescence brings special challenges. The teen years are a risk period for the onset of seizures in autism, although most teens do not develop epilepsy. Childhood sleep problems may persist into adolescence, when insomnia and daytime sleep...
	Many children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD) may receive diagnosis of a comorbid (co existing) condition. The most common types of diagnoses are those related to anxiety. The research has shown that teens with ASD have more severe symptoms of ph...
	SPECIAL CHALLENGES OF TEENS WITH SENSORY ISSUES
	What to Expect?
	o Finding the right OT can be challenging: Few occupational therapists are trained or experienced in working with teenagers who have sensory processing disorder. Play-based SI therapy may seem silly and embarrassing to teens. More physical activities ...
	o Poor self-esteem: Teenagers who have had sensory issues for years will have learned at least some accommodations to get around them and are less likely to experience the extreme behaviors and responses they did when they were younger. However, years...
	o Need for independence: Teenagers need to have their independence respected, so being told, “You need to do X, Y, and Z to manage your sensory issues” usually doesn’t go over very well!
	o Desire to fit in: Even teenagers who don’t feel the need to have a lot of friends or be conformist want to have some friends they feel they fit in with. Sensory challenges can embarrass them and may make them feel isolated, and different in a negati...
	o Changing hormones: Teenagers have ever-changing hormones that can exacerbate sensory issues by making them more sensitive to input than they were in the past. The normal changes of adolescence can also make them more moody and emotionally sensitive....
	o New expectations: In teens your child is no more a little one who looks cute and could get away with flapping and jumping. People are less likely to see your teen as a young, immature person with a hidden problem  and more likely to see him or her a...
	 How to Help?
	o Modify traditional SI therapy techniques to be more teen friendly. As a substitute for playing with a tray of shaving cream or finger-paints, encourage the teen to cook, garden, do art or arts and crafts, and engage in other activities that challeng...
	o Talk about sensory issues positively. Reassure your teenager that sensory issues are simply a difference in brain wiring, that they can be controlled and addressed to make life a little easier.
	Talk to them about the “little tricks” you and the OT can teach them to “make their lives easier.”
	o Offer accommodations and sensory diet ideas for him or her to choose from. Present accommodations and activities to teenagers and let them decide which they would like to use. Honor and respect their choices and encourage them to engage in problem s...
	If all the kids are wearing loose clothes and they prefer them tight, let  the teen wear tight clothing, such as bicycle shorts, underneath looser clothes that seem more stylish.
	Teens with sensory issues need teen-friendly activities as part of their sensory diet.
	o Help him to feel okay as he is and find a group of peers he’s comfortable with. Practical solutions for grooming, picky eating, and dressing, and encouraging talks about the upside of being different, can help your teen with sensory issues feel more...
	Extracurricular activities like swimming ,skating ,scooter boards are the best choices as they offer therapeutic benefits also.
	o Focus on self-awareness and accountability for self-regulating. It’s very difficult to get others to accept poor self-regulation in a teen, even if you educate them on hidden disabilities.
	o Accept that your child may be more emotionally sensitive at this stage. Be alert to signs of increased anxiety and depression and consult a medical health professional with any concerns you have. Remember, addressing sensory issues will reduce overa...
	Some of the most effective treatments for mild or moderate anxiety and depression include
	o Physical exercises (heavy muscle work on treadmills and exercise cycle)
	o Time spent outdoors
	o Meditation
	o Breathing exercises Yoga and karate.
	The Role of the Parents in Treating Anxiety
	o Encourage and reward your child for his or her effort and engagement in
	brave  behaviors.
	o Ignore excessive displays of anxiety
	o Distinguish between realistic and unrealistic fears so that an appropriate
	treatment direction can be established.
	o Convey confidence in the child's ability to handle his or her worry and
	anxiety.
	o Model courageous behaviors.
	o Work together with your spouse or partner to develop a plan for facing fears
	(FACE YOUR FEARS INTERVENTION).
	o Discuss how to share coping skills and the creation of exposure hierarchies
	with other professionals so that gains in one setting can be generalized to
	other settings.
	Being aware of anxiety triggers for your child is another important step in working to improve and anticipate stress and anxiety. Common triggers may include change in routine, lack of sleep, -and highly social situation.
	Therefore collaborate with your teen for:
	o Creating a workable sensory diet that prevents negative behaviors for better
	self-regulation.
	o Train in using specific self-calming and self-alerting techniques.
	o Hold her accountable for using her alerting music and diet, taking time out to
	sit in a quiet space and do breathing exercises or use a brushing protocol, etc.
	o Have him participate in creating a sensory diet tailored to his needs to keep
	his sensory needs met and to prevent fight-or-flight behaviors. Let him
	experience the natural consequences if he refuses to use her calming, focusing, alerting techniques.
	Above all, never forget that kids with sensory issues need a “JUST RIGHT” challenge, a balance of accommodations to make them more comfortable and challenges that take them out of their comfort zone.
	Sensory diet activities for teenagers help them to develop a higher tolerance for situations and activities they’ll encounter in life, and over time, retrain their brains to process sensory information more typically.
	Be creative and encouraging in setting up a sensory diet for a teenager, and always be collaborative to respect the teen’s need for independence.
	Biomedical Interventions in children with
	Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)

	In the special school he was going he exceeded the expectations of most of teachers. He liked doing physical activities- roller skating, doing Gymnastics, learning Taekondo and it helped him in gaining confidence as he was able to participate in some ...
	Now he works as an office assistant in his school. He has his struggles as all of us  have our own. The episodes when he would cry about his ‘differentness’ are still there. But now he seems to have accepted himself in the way that he is. He has his o...
	LEARNING NEVER SLOWS DOWN…
	The last few months revealed a simple truth which I had perhaps forgotten and was pleasantly surprised to rediscover. Our son Sachin, now all of eighteen years old, has effortlessly achieved targets and mastered skills which after years of struggle, w...
	We were often told that speech and language skills only develop till a certain age. But I find that this is not necessarily the case as Sachin is now trying to speak more and reach out to people with curiosity and interest. Moreover, his bonding with...
	I no longer feel that age is a barrier to learning. Of course, none of this would have been possible without the dedication and hardwork of the amazing Special Educators who have been working with Sachin. Some skills mature and develop better when th...
	By: Charu Sharan
	(Mother)
	MY BIG BROTHER
	Tall and lanky, handsome and smart;
	I've loved my brother right from the start
	He always wants to be hugged and kissed;
	He has Autism and is still a baby at heart.
	He covers himself with a blanket at night,
	And goes into a cocoon completely out of sight,
	My brother studies with interest,
	His school helps him achieve his best.
	Birthday Parties make him have a blast;
	His Cycling and musical skills impress me by far.
	He says to himself "I am a big star!"
	I am proud of him and agree,
	My brother surely is a ROCKSTAR!
	By Diya Sharan
	(Sister of Sachin Sharan)
	LIST OF MOVIES BASED ON AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
	Adam
	A romantic character study examining the obstacles to intimacy and the compromises we make in the name of love, Adam stars Hugh Dancy as a man living with Asperger's syndrome who does his best to reach out to his pretty new upstairs neighbor. Due to h...
	A Mother's Courage: Talking Back to Autism
	The mother of an autistic child is determined not to accept the pessimistic prognosis for her son.
	After Thomas
	A true story about a couple's struggles to meet the challenges of their son's autism.
	Autism Every Day
	Short documentary film about the lives of mothers of autistic kids. The film consists mainly of interviews with mothers (and scenes of them with their autistic children), mothers whose lives have been utterly transformed. The situation of these mother...
	Autism Is a World
	A documentary on an autistic woman's inner world, her writing, and the friends she made while in college.
	Autism: The Musical Follows five autistic children as they work together to create and perform a live musical production.
	Barfi          Three young people learn that love can neither be defined nor contained by society's norms of normal and abnormal.The film depicts the story of Murphy "Barfi" Johnson (a mute and deaf man from Darjeeling and his relationships with two w...
	Chidren of the Stars A documentary about children with autism The film provides a deeply moving insight into the tragic hardships parents face when trying to bring up an autistic child in China. It is a deeply emotional film filled with moments of joy...
	Cries from the Heart An autistic boy's mother and teacher learn a dark secret from a technique known as facilitated communication.
	Dad's In Heaven With Nixon A woman ensures that her autistic young son will become an independent adult.
	Dark Floors
	Concerned for his autistic daughters  health, the father sees a removal from the hospital by force as the only option. An elevator break-down prevents a smooth exit and renders them trapped with others.
	Main Aisa Hi Hoon A autistic man fights his former father-in-law for custody of his daughter.
	Marathon
	An inspirational movie follows an autistic young man, who finds solace only in running. His mother is the caring force that never gives up on him. Even though both Mother and son suffer from family and financial issues, they manage to find a former ma...
	Mary and Max
	The story concerns a little girl who lives in Australia and who has domestic issues which affect her circle of friends. She selects an unlikely pen-friend named Max, who lives in New York and who has aspergers with severe anxiety issues.
	Mercury Rising
	A 9-year-old autistic boy who has cracked the government's new unbreakable code. He can read MERCURY, the most advanced encryption code yet created, as easily as other kids read English.
	Miracle Run
	Based on a true story, a single mother of twin 5-year-old boys, Steven and Phillip, who are diagnosed with autism. Public school officials threaten to remove them from school due to their behavior, but through therapy, the boys are able to make major ...
	Mozart and the Whale
	New York taxi driver Donald Morton has Asperger's syndrome, a type of autism.
	Proficient with numbers but shy around people, Donald organizes a support group for others with with his condition.
	My Name Is Khan
	An Indian Muslim man with Asperger's syndrome takes a challenge to speak to the President seriously, and embarks on a cross-country journey.
	Normal People Scare Me
	A filmmaker with high-functioning autism documents others who have the disorder.
	Recovered: Journeys through the Autism Spectrum and Back The film documents four children who have recovered from the Autism Spectrum. Each child received services from the Center for Autism and Related Disorders Inc. (CARD), including assessments, su...
	Season of Miracles
	The Robins, a little league team, play their 1974 season with their new autistic player.
	Silent Fall
	Having seen the murder of his parents, autistic youth Tim Warden is sent to therapy with Dr. Jake Rainer Jake tries to talk with the silent child about what he saw, but he gets more details about the Wardens' household dynamics from Tim's teenage sist...
	Snow Cake
	A drama focused on the friendship between a high-functioning autistic woman and a man who is traumatized after a fatal car accident.
	Son-Rise: A Miracle of Love
	After years parents notice their young son Raun's problems with hearing and vision. Doctors tell them that Raun is autistic, severely developmentally disabled and completely untreatable. But the couple refuses to accept his condition as permanent and ...
	Temple Grandin
	A biopic of Temple Grandin, an autistic woman who has become one of the top
	scientists in the humane livestock handling industry.
	The Boy Who Could Fly
	Kindly adolescent Milly moves in next door to autistic teen Eric Gibb.The mute Eric, whose parents were killed when he was 5 years old, lives with his hard-drinking uncle, Hugo and is obsessed with birds.
	The Horse Boy
	An autistic pre-adolescent prone to tearful outbursts, Rowan Isaacson rarely talks to family members, but he seems to have a special bond with horses. Frustrated that Rowan isn't responding to traditional treatment methods, his parents take him on a j...
	The Story of Luke
	After his grandmother dies, an autistic young man is forced to adjust to life in the outside world.
	Too Sane for This World
	Too Sane for This World' explores the challenges, gifts and unique perspectives of 12 adults on the autism spectrum. The film features an introduction by Dr. Temple Grandin. 'Too Sane for This World' is about exhibiting the strengths, discussing the c...
	Vectors of Autism: A documentary about Laura Nagle
	This 40-minute documentary film is about being an adult with autism in a world that is definitely not autistic. Laura Nagle is a 57-year old woman who has much to say about autism and the influence autism has had on her life.
	Wretches & Jabberers Two autistic men set out on a global road trip to change people's attitudes about disability.
	Serial based on Autism Spectrum Disorder
	Aapki Antara: A story of five-year-old cute and adorable girl Antara. With her things are not the same in parents’ lives. Antara does not behave like a normal child.
	She cannot express emotions and lives in her own world! To the outside world she is a day dreamer and a slow child. During the course of time, father discovers that Antara suffers from a condition called autism. He is then faced with a challenge to br...
	LIST OF  USEFUL APPLICATIONS (APPS)
	Avaz: Avaz for Autism is an Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) app for children with speech difficulties (having Autism, intellectual challenges etc.). It uses picture symbols and high-quality voice synthesis, to help users communicate a...
	Avaz-India Edition comes with an Indian accented voice and includes culture-appropriate vocabulary related to food (e.g. poori, dal, idli ...), festivals (e.g. Diwali, Holi..), etc. The vocabulary is available in English and six Indian languages; Hind...
	ABA Receptive Identification: By Class: allows children to identify things as having parts, attributes or fitting into categories which are necessary for developing appropriate, functional conversation skills. These lessons teach a child to talk about...
	Sort It Out: Sort It Out is a great play-anywhere educational game app that helps with classifying, alphabet skills, and letter-object association. How fast can the player sort all the pictures to finish the puzzle?
	Matching the pictures or letters at the top, kids race against the clock to line up the four items that all start with the same letter or have the same theme. Tap a tile to hear the object named. Tap and hold the light bulb icon for a clue. Tap the mu...
	Articulation Station: Help teach your child how to pronounce the sounds in the English language with 6 fantastic and engaging activities. It is a comprehensive articulation program offering practice at the word, sentence and story levels in 22 sounds ...
	3D brain: Use your touch screen to rotate and zoom around the interactive brain structures. Discover how each brain region functions, what happens when it is injured, and how it is involved in mental illness. Each detailed structure comes with informa...
	Touch and Learn: Emotions is a free app that helps kids learn to identify and name emotions, facial expressions, and body language. This game includes more than 100 images of real people of various ages, ethnicities, and emotional states. The words an...
	Toontastic: provides a stunningly easy way to create your own animated films. Children choose the characters and setting for each scene, then just move the pieces around like they were playing with action figures, providing their own dialogue as the i...
	IF... The Emotional IQ Game: It is an adventure game that helps kids age 6 to 12 develop the skills that lead to emotional intelligence. Inspired by the poem "If" by Rudyard Kipling, the app leads kids on a quest that promotes self-awareness and posit...
	Calm Counter: Social Story and Anger Management Tool for Autism, Down Syndrome and Special Needs: a visual and auditory tool to help children calm down when they are angry or anxious. The app includes a social story about anger, and audio/visual tools...
	Compliments Social Story and Speech Tool: it includes a social story about how and why people give compliments and a simple visual support for giving compliments. It focuses on why it is important to give compliments and how one should react when a co...
	Attainment's Community Success: Community Success helps students with developmental disabilities, including autism, prepare for community outings and eventual independence. Learning independent living skills is a complex process; mastering social inte...
	Social Success: It is an interactive social skill tutorial for adolescents and adults with developmental disabilities, including autism. It covers 50 social skills in an easy-to-navigate interface, so students can work independently or in self-directe...
	GLUTEN FREE & CASEIN FREE (GFCF) PRODUCT OUTLETS
	 Central /South Delhi
	Anand General Store
	63A, Khan Market
	New Delhi -03
	Ph No- 011-24626517/09971974672
	Anmolpreet Food Products  1666 A, B1 Vasant Kunj,  New Delhi.  Ph No- +91971869291, 9873658317
	Chocolate Temptations  Near Gurdawara Escalator
	Moti Bagh
	New Delhi
	Ph No- 9871119902/9818135735
	Godrej Nature’s Basket
	6, Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar,
	New Delhi, 110057
	Ph No- 011 4057 1919
	Le Marche
	Khan market
	New Delhi -03  Ph No- 24640741
	Le Marche
	58,Basant Lok,Vasant Vihar
	New Delhi-57
	Ph No-011-41669111
	Mallik Brothers
	44,Defence Colony Market
	New Delhi-110024
	Ph No-011-24333602/24333735
	Modern Bazar  18-B,Basant Lok,Vasant Vihar  New Delhi-110057  Ph No- 011 4166 977
	The Roots
	25, Adhchini,
	Near Mother’s International School
	New Delhi- 110017
	Ph No- 9811019811/ 011 41025191
	The TASTE
	33, Defence Colony Market
	New Delhi-110024
	Ph No- 011 2433 1900
	Whole Foods Outlet  47, Capital Trust House, Community Centre, New Friends Colony
	Ph No: 9810269309
	 East Delhi
	All Needs The Super Market
	7, New Rajdhani Enclave,
	Vikas Marg,
	Ph No- 011 42427244
	East Delhi-110092
	Sanskriti
	452/1, Jheel, Laxmi Nagar,
	Delhi 110051
	&
	Shipra sun city, Indra puram
	Ph No- 9871124465
	www.glutenfreeindia.com
	 North & West
	Annapurna Organic Food Store
	Shop No.16,, B2, DDA Market
	Paschim Vihar
	New Delhi-110063
	Gayway –Bakes & Confectioners  H-42, Main Market ,Rajouri Garden,  New Delhi-110027  Ph No- 011 2510 5036
	Healthy Foods
	Shop No. 27/13, Nangia Park Chowk, Block 27,
	Shakti Nagar,
	New Delhi, DL 110007
	Ph No- 011 6517 4405
	Store 18
	K 2, Somdatt Tower, Sector 18,
	Noida,
	Uttar Pradesh 201301
	Phone: 0124 251 6931
	LIST OF AUTISM CENTERS IN DELHI & NCR
	 NORTH DELHI
	Abhyaas Learning Centre
	B-270 Derawala Nagar, Near Malwa Taxi Stand,
	Main Road, Derawal Nagar, Delhi – 110009
	Ph No-(91)-11-66430854
	Society For Child Development - Prabhaat School
	Pilli Kothi Community Center,
	Behind Roshanara Club,
	Shakti Nagar, New Delhi, Delhi – 110007
	 CENTRAL DELHI
	Child Guidance Clinic
	Mandir Marg,  Near St. Thomas School NewDelhi-110001 Tel: 3311675
	The Enabling Center
	Lady Irwin College, Sikandra Road,
	New Delhi-110001 Phone: 23274411
	Child Development Clinic
	20/1, Old Rajinder Nagar,
	New Delhi, 110060,  Ph- 09811244200
	Institute for Child Development (ICD)
	C-27, LGF, Malviya Nagar
	New Delhi 110017
	Milestones
	40/220, Basement, CR Park
	New Delhi
	hope.milestones@gmail.com
	Modern School Of Special Education Center
	Kasturba Niketan, Lajpat Nagar 2,
	Delhi- 110024
	Navyoti Trust For Center For Educable Mentally Handicapped Children
	117, Sector-A,
	Vasant Kunj,
	New Delhi-110070
	Potentials Therapy Center
	A- 38 New Friends Colony
	New Delhi-110065
	Ph- 9811798060
	Shakti 4 Kids
	Flat No- 3390, Sec A, Pocket B,
	Vasant Kunj, New Delhi 110070
	Ph No- 01164998048, +919911338017
	Spastic Society Of North India
	2 Balbeer Sexena Marg,
	Hauz Khas,
	New Delhi-110016
	Sparsh
	60, RPS Flats, Sheikh Sarai Phase-1,
	New Delhi-110017,
	093 12 170838
	Speech And Language Therapy  Red Apartment, Jamia Nagar,
	Near Holy Family Hospital
	Delhi- 110025
	sapna_tariq@yahoo.co.in
	The Educare Charitable Trust
	M - 2, Hauz Khas
	New Delhi-110016
	E-mail: sunitasodhi@hotmail.com
	Tamanna Association
	D-6 Vasant Vihar,
	New Delhi 110057
	Ph No- 011- 26143853
	Udaan For The Disabled
	C/27-28 Dayanand Colony
	Lajpat  Nagar - 4,
	New Delhi 110024
	Vimhans (Vidya Sagar Institute Of Mental Health And Neuro Sciences)
	No 1, Institutional Area, Nehru Nagar
	New Delhi-110065
	Phone: 26310510, 26310520
	E-mail: vimhans@vsnl.com
	Umeed Welfare Foundation
	Oak Wood- 18, Malibu Towne, Gurgaon Sohna Road,
	Sector -47, Gurgaon: 122018, Haryana
	Ph No- +919999987226,+919999998896, +919540102376
	Email id: umeedcenter@gmail.com
	UrjaChild Disability Clinic
	SCO 5M/18,
	Opposite street of K.L Mehta Dayanand College for Women,
	NIT 5, Faridabad, Haryana – 121001 Ph No. 07838849147
	Email id: care@urjachild.com
	Well being Special School
	218, Gyan Khand, Indrapuram,
	Ghaziabad
	About  Centre For Child & Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW)
	Centre for Child & Adolescent Wellbeing (CCAW), New Delhi is one of the few unique multispecialty center in India which provides specialist/ specialized health care for children, adolescents, and young people with emotional, behavioral, neurodevelopme...
	Multispecialty centre with specialists and professionals under one roof for well integrated services.
	Trained, experienced professionals from various hospitals, schools and organizations working exclusively with children and adolescents since many years.
	Child and adolescent friendly setup with "multimodal holistic” approach to deal with children, adolescents and young people.
	An exclusive multispecialty centre dedicated for emotional, social and psychological needs of children, adolescent, young people, parents and families.
	A multidisciplinary setup committed for children and adolescents with ASD and related disorders providing services at primary, secondary and tertiary levels.
	We undertake research work to further our understanding of child and adolescent mental health. We organize workshops for parents, children and professionals to spread awareness as well as train them in this field.
	SERVICES AVAILABLE AT CCAW
	Bio Medical Intervention
	o Specialised Diet (GFCF and others), Nutritional supplements (Omega 3 fatty acid and others) and advanced biomedical testing
	o MB12 Injections- is one of the treatments for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). One of the many tasks MB12 does is to raise the levels of Glutathione; Glutathione is the substance the body uses to detoxify itself and has been shown to be...
	o Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy (HBOT) - involves inhaling 100% oxygen at greater than one Atmospheric  Absolute (ATA) in a pressurized chamber. It is helpful in children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and other indications.
	Play Attention Concentration enhancement computer games to improve attention, concentration and short term  memory for children with Attention Deficit Hyperactive  Disorder (ADHD).
	Psychological Assessments  It is a formal assessment conducted using tools like,  psychological tests, questionnaire, rating scales and  interviews. It contributes to the understanding of an individual's  behavior, capabilities and personality.
	Psychological Therapies In psychotherapy, psychologists apply scientifically validated procedures to help people develop healthier, more effective habits. There are several approaches  of  psychotherapy  followed at  CCAW
	o Arts Based Therapy (ABT)- is the clinical and evidence based use of art forms     (music, drama, and visual arts) to accomplish goals within a therapeutic relationship.
	o Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing (EMDR)- is a FDA (USA) recommended trauma-based  therapy effective in Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), anxiety and depression related to any  psychological trauma.
	o Feuerstein Instrumental Enrichment (FIE) - is a cognitive intervention/brain development program. FIE is used as a remediation program for individuals with special needs. For higher functioning learners,  IE is a tool of cognitive enrichment.
	o Guidance and Counselling for children, adolescents and families.
	o Group Therap
	o Social Skills Training
	Special Education
	It is a process that involves individually planned and  systematically monitored arrangement of teaching  procedures, adapted equipment and materials, and other interventions designed to help learners with special needs.
	Speech and Language Therapy It is concerned with the management of disorders of speech, language and communication in children.
	Training Program & Workshops
	o Confidence Building workshops for children and  adolescents.
	o 'It's Complicated'- workshop for teenagers on relationship and sex.
	o 'My Body is Mine' – prevention of Child Sexual Abuse
	o 'Nurturing minds'- Skill training for parents of children with ADHD and
	Asperger’s Syndrome
	o Parent Empowerment Program (PEP)- for parents of  children with Autism
	Spectrum Disorder.
	o Psycho-education for parents about various mental
	o Responsible Childcare Parenting Classes
	o 'The Birds & The Bees'- training parents on how to give sex education to
	their child/teenager.
	For Professionals, Institutions & Schools
	o 'Full of beans'- A holistic school program for awareness and management of
	Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).

